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The contest which has been waged be-?
Sunday Morning Devotions--An indi
Well—I am an 1 old bachelor? I didn’t
my proposition I All married—St. John,
tween the Wolf and Muhlenberg portions of
vidual
walking
between
the
Canal
and
think
it
though,
till
now.
How
hard
it
is
’
and Fred Esperel and little Gourlay, and i
the Jackson party in Pennsylvania) hââ been
to-night, last of all, O’Lavender has got be- to
I believe one’s self past any thing in this Welch Ehd bridge last Sunday morning, settled, it appears, by letters from the Presi
published Every Saturday morning, by
issuing from a neighboring hovel, dent. Both divisions of the party had a sepa
I
fore me with his cursed alacrity.
And I world ! And is it my lot with all my pe- heard
JAMES K. REMICH.
He hastened forward rate celebration on the fourth of Jülÿ, and in
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-tiotase. am—it is useless to deny it-—the old bach- culiar
fitness for matrimony, with all my <cries of Murder !
<
entered the ddor and a scend presented vited the President to attend. The coolness
of Women, my romance, iriy skill in and
;
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
elor. I, Tom Corliss—that am as soft in dreams
i
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— my nature as a 44 milk diet!” 1—that could philandering,
—is it my lot to be laid on the itself, he remarks, which beggars descrip manifested in his letter to the Muhlenbergersj
i
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions wfcifch
after all ? And I to be shunned by tion.—Thfe husband in a fit of drunken de and the friendèhip’in that to the Wolfltes, has
!
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No fall in love any time in my life, from mere shelf,
completely broken down the Muhlenberg dipaper discontinued, except at the option of the pub perpinquity ! 1—that have sworn fand i sixteen as a bore—to be pointed at by school lirium, had been exercising the prerogative
certificates
visidb. The Washington Telegraph remarks
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
of
a
sot,
beating
his
wife
1
He
bad
gone
as 4 an old bachelor,’—(shocking tit1— boys
I
on this fact as follows :—“ The Wblf pàpejrS
Si.. M’ASH1NG'.r0N’M«»ni
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr broken) mote vows than Mercury I
than «~My Sl,n ’ '"g
! !) to be invited to superannuated tea farther, and broken all the crockery and openly declare that it has settled the business ;
any error in any advertisement beyond thte amount that never saw a bright eye nor touched a Ite
destroyed
the
furniture
of
the
houses
and
a^charged
for
its
insertion.
han five years with White Srr#
and thé droôping torié and significant silence
delicate Anger, Bor heard a treble Voice with drinkings—to be quizzed with solicitations
having applied every remedy J
out makingjove presently to its owner ! I, for foundling hospitals—to be asked of my bout the room lay scatteredvflour, tea, and of the Muhlenberg organs^ show that they
MISCELLANEOUS.
,y !lle
t'rai"ent physicians j
Tom Corliss—an old bachelor !
Was it rheumatism, and pestered for snuff, and rec broken utensils of every kind in diVe confu feel the blow. But, good Heavens ! what a
The gods sion. The most ¡exquisite ehjoyntent of this despicable set of serviles they must be to be
for
this
!
flirted
with
yoM,
---------?
Was
it ommended to warm chairs !
^ach, without success, I at kJ
;rHE last bachelor.
merciless brute, was throwing the crockery thus transferred at the nod and beck Of thé
oneJug <’f Br. Judkins’Patentl
for this I played shadow three nights suc pity me.
11 Not a divorce stirring—but a great màfty in
at
the head of his wife, who was bleeding Executive. This is a striking ëXemplifiéà^
But, not so fast. What is the prodigious
«nent and slate, for the benefitof
lion of the professions made by the President
embryo in the shape of marriages.”—Moore’s cessively to you,------;—? Was it for this,
oh_________ , that I flattered you into the difference. What if 1 were married ! I profusely from the wounds thus inflicted. hot to let the official influence bf the Govern
ea’ tllat be7e one
Byron.
And
what
was
the
condition
of
this
foul
ment bear upon the freedom of elections.”
It was on a New-Year’s Eve, in 1820, belief that you was a wit, and found you in should have to pay for a whole house in
cure was effected. My S0II
fiend himself ? Why, he Was lying upon General Jackson’s letter to tile friends oj Gov,
good health ever since. haw,
Miat twelve young professional men sat a- puns a fortnight to keep up the illusion ? stead of a part—to feed heaven-knows-howthe bed with his rum jug by his side, utter
Wolfe.
‘he Ointment alone he if«
Yound the table of a club rootri) at supper. Was it for this I foreswore laughter, oh, se many mouths instead of one—to give up ing blasphemous and foul oaths, and execra
Gentlemen—I had the liônor to receiVb by,
my
whole
bed
for
a
half
or
quarter
;
to
dine
rious
----—
,
that
I
smothered
your
moth

The cloth had been removed, and nothing
I nothing else was used for nio<
ting his own species. It was a horrid, dis this morning’s mail, your invitation dri behalf
was left upon the mahogany but an eXpres- er with moral saws ? Was it for this, I say, at another’s hour and not my own—to adopt gusting scene, the legitimate fruits of Rum df the Democratic citizens of thé FirSt ¿nd
months before the application#
another
’
s
friendship
and
submit
my
own
to
that
I
have
danced
with
time-out-of-mindsive black bottle, and a single thin spirituSecond Congressional Districts pFybüf State)
j »lent.
Respectfully,
drinking !—Northampton Courier.
They wall-flowers, and puckered my wits into her pleasure—to give up my nap after din
elle looking glass to each member.
friendly to the re-election of George Wolfe.
JOHNC«
birth-day-rhymes, and played groomsman ner for a romp with a child—to turn my li
Thanking you for this mark of attention, I
*had drank up to Davenport’s best.
j Messrs. 0. & S. Crosby, (
The Negro who refused to be Free.—In have to request that you will convey to rriy
brary into a nursery, and my quiet fire into
The Old South struck eleven, and the monthly and semi-monthly at an unknown
j am much indebted to you for yourl
a Babel—to call on my wife’s cronies, and the 4 Yemassee,’ there is quite an interest Democratic friends, the expression of my sin
expense
for
new
kerseymeres
arid
bridal
se

uplast hour of the year Was bailed with an
in sending hie some of Dr.M«1
renades ? Oh, Tom Corliss, Tom Corliss ! dine my wife’s followers, and humor my ing, as well as amusing passage, illustrative cere regret, that it will not be in my power td
roarious welcome.
i Ointment—it has proved mostval
wife’s palate, at t,he expense of my own cro of the attachment of a slave to his master. Unite with them on the interesting
4 A bumper, gentlemen? said Harry St. thou hast beaten the bush for every body,
, my Son who has been for
nies, followers and palate. But there’s do Hector had been the meaps of saving his sion which calls them together. I beg léavé*
but
hast
caught
no
bird
for
thyself!
•John, the £ sad dog ’ of the club, 1 brim
however, to annex a sentiment, which may
ed with the Chilblains, andwasc
And so—they have each written me b mestic felicity,’ says the imp at my elbow, master’s life ; and for this gobd service he not be unexpected from me, and vVhibh I trust
yotir breakers, my friends, and let every
had
resolved
to
emancipate
him.
Accord

4 and interchange of sentiment and sweet
I wear India Rubber Shoes, winte
will be acceptable to all the company.
Ynan ‘be under the table when the ghost of letter, as they promised me. Let me see t —
made use of this Ointment', wltf
Dear Tom—How is the hippocrene ?^- reliance, and the respectability of a man ingly he made a signal to Hector, who came
The People of Pennsylvania.—Tho decis
?the old year passes over?
forward
with
the
dog
Dugdale,
which
had
ion
and firmness With which they Upheld
: ved an entire remedy. And ilia
£ No, no !’ timidly remonstrated Ernest 1 think I see you with the bottle before you I with a family^ and duty to the state, and
been wounded with an arrow in the side, their patriotic Governor, in thé recent contest
perpetuation
of
name,
and
comfort,
and
at

j the best remedy for Sores and)
Who
would
have
dreamed
that
you
would
^Gourley, a pale graduate just from the Unitention and love? Prizes in a lottery—all! not seriously, but painfully, as was evident with the Bank Of the United States have givj
| every description that I ever nil
'versity, who sat modestly at the bottoin of drink it ? Pour-moi-meme, I am married
from the writhing« and occasional moanings en them new claims to the admiration and
and a whole life the price of a ticket!
too
you
know,
and
my
children
sing
4
we
Yours very Respettt
the table, £ no no ! it is a sad hour, not a
of the animal, while Hector busied himself respect ôf their republican brethren through
And
why
not
live
single,
then
?
What
PARLEY GODD
merry one !
Cork the bottle till after are seven? I am very happy—very. My
plastering the wound with the resinous gum out the Ünion.
I
Worcester, Mass., April 8,®
twelve ! We have lost too many hours of wife—(you know her) is a woman of edu should I have then, which I cannot have
Gen. Jackson’s letter to the Muhlenbergers. ,
of the pine tree :
(
I August 2, 1834.
Gentlemen :—I regret that it will be out of
the year to throw away lhe last. Let us be cation, and knows every thing. I can’t say now. Company at my table ? I can have
44
Hector,
”
said
his
master
as
he
ap

Her learning it when I like—and, what is better, such as
tnv power to accept of the invitatibn with
rational till the clock strikes, al least, and but she knows too much.
Sold wholesale and retail
I like. Personal attention ? Half a wife’s proached, 44 give me Dugdale. Hencefor which you have honored me in behalf Of thé
then drink if you will. For my part, I nev does pester me, now and then—I confess
1 LILLIE, Kennebunk', Natal
pin money will purchase the most assiduous. ward I shall take care of him myself.”
democratic Citizens Of the 2d congressional
er pass these irrevocable periods without a that I think if I were to marry again, it
| Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson,&Co,|
44 Sa ! ttiassa !” exclaimed the negro, district to unite with them in the Celebratioii
Love ?
What need have I of that ? or
would
be
a
woman
that
did
’
nt
read
Greek.
‘
chill
at
my
heart.
Come,
St.
John,
indulge
, South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogen’
with an expression of almost terriffic amaze of the next fourth of Jtily.
me this time !—Push back the bottle? The Farewell, Tom. Marry and be virtuous. how long does it last when it is compulsory ? ment in his countenance.
■ No. 78 and7Q, Connn^rcial8ln
In compliance with ÿour teqüéSt I annex à
Is there a treasure in thy heart that will can
Yours,
H
arry.
dark eyes of the handsome student flashed
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 fltidj:
44 Yes, Hector, you are nbw free. I give sentiment which I trust will be âbceptablé td
cerif
it
is
not
spent
?
Have
I
affections
N.
B.
Never
marry
a
4
woman
of
tal

•as he looked around and the wild spirits of
my fellow citizens who will be assembled Oil
ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes,
that will knaw like hunger if they are not you your freedom, old fellow. Here is mo that occasion ; and have thé honor to be Very
ents?
the
club
were
sobered
for
a
moment
—
only.
Cornhill, Boston.
4 Ha ! ha ! happy — very happy !’ Hum fed ? Must I loVe and be loved ? I think ney, too, and in Charleston you shall have a respectfully ybur ob’t. servant;
£ Good advice,’ said Fred Esperel, a
bouse to live in for yourself.”
The Republican and Democratic Principles
bug,
my dear Harry ! Your wife is as blue, not. But this is the rub, if there be one.
young
physician,
breaking
the
silence,
’
but,
A REMEDY FOR
44 No, massa, I can’t sir —I ¡can’t be free,” of unexampled prosperity—their destruction
1
’
11
look
into
it
the
first
day
I
feel
meta

as
virulent
as
verdigris,
and
you
are
the
like my own pills, to be taken at discretion.
replied the negro, shaking his head, and would be followed by public dishonor and
Sink moralizing I say.—There are times most unhappy of Benedicts. So much for physical.
endeavoring to resume possession of the private distress. They can only be preserv
your
crowing.
We
’
ll
see
another
:
—
and places enough when we must be grave.
HE excrutiatingpain—thd
Pitch Grounds on the 'Jenerife.—There strong cord which secured the dog, and ed by the union and harmony of their “ trué
Tom, I pity thee. Thou poor, flannel
5I for one, will never mope when I can be
k
and deformity, and lit|
which Harrison had taken into his own friends.”
’merry ; what say O’Lavender ? Fill your wrapped, forsaken, fidgetty bachelor ! drink is nothing more extraordinary in the struc
The Philadelphia
calls thé
at^’
JL llliCLUUipilIQ' Seritihel
.«V ww
’ (Ad age, which are the usual at
ture of the whole island of Teneriffe, thani hand.
thy
vinegar
and
grow
amiable
!
—
Here
am
of :its readers
to the ‘ difference
glass and trump my philosophy?
ny vein
* JVM,
.......................
~~
tention c/
:
'
\of
¡ this disorder, are suffered s
44
Why
can
’
t
you,
Hector
?
What
do
4 Smother me, but you are all wrong,’’ I, blest as Abraham. My wife is the most: the extensive pitch formations it contains. you mean ? Am I not your master ? Can’t filing’ exhtbtted in the wo lettern. i They
’ dispair of a cure, or disappoint
; The part of the island on which the pitch I make you free ? F.oiii this moment you «ie PreSn“nt *«h
hiccupped the dandy, who was always sen innocent (that’s her fault by the way)—the
J efficacy of the numerous pretend«1
[ most innocent creature that lives. ’ Shet grounds, as they are called, are found, is aindeed, they are pregnant with meaffing !’
timental
in
his
cups,
‘
Gourlay,
there,
fl
’ i used to effect this purpose. Bull
Independent of the toast so complimentary
» loves me to a foolish degree. She has no o-■ bout twenty four miles from Port Spain, at are your own master.”
am
shocked
at
yotir
atrocious
cravat,
by
the
44 Wha’ for, Massa ? Wha’ Hector done to Wolfe, and the omission Of any allusion to
l have made a lair trial of
There, it is
; pinion but mine—no will of her own (ex-■ a place called Point Breea.
way,
Ernest,)
Gourley
is
nearer
to
it
—
but
J DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED 111
the Opposition Candidate^ he tells one of his
( cept such as I give her you understand)— said, they are fifteen hundred acres in ex- you guine turn era ofiT dis time o’day ?”
—but he smacks of his avocation !
No
! even in cases of long standing
44 Done ! you have saved my life, old ‘ sincere regret,1 and that he cannot attend j
. tent. On landing at Point Breea, which is
(
no
faults,
and
no
prominent
propensities.
while he puts off the other With a Sim
' most severe character, havereceir preaching—let us be f pass the bottle, Tom,)
. done on a sandy beach, a person is surpri- fellow ; you have fought for me like a friend ple expression of regret, and givës theih à left
sober. Send for a ¿fozen/ white-top’—and| I am happy as I can expect in this world.
j relief, and many have been cur®
and
I
am
now
your
friend,
and
not
any
lon

: sed to see large black rocks of pitch tower
handed wipe in the toast, by which they aré
{ days, some in 24 hours ! as ai
when the clock strikes twelve (those un-cur- Marry, Tom, marry. 4 The world must be
ing above th<? sand, pieces of them rolled ger your master.”
peopled?
Thine ever,
Fred.
told that they are not ‘ true friends of democ
sed
olives
make
me
stutter)
seal
it
up
—
sol

44 Ki, massa ! enty you always been a racy’ unless they harmonize with the friends
! persons in Boston and vicinity]
smooth
and
plentifully
about
the
beach,
like
N. B. Don’t marry a woman that is re
emnly for the last surviving m-m-rnember—
formerly afflicted with the Rin
pebbles* Every step he lakes is on pitch frien’ to Hector ? Enty you gib em physic of Wolfe ? The difference is too palpàble not
markable for her 4 simplicity?
solemnly I say !’
‘ have very fully testified. Certifc
ground. Extensive masses of it are also when he sick, and Cum see and talk wid urn, to strike both parties ; and they all under
I
envy
not
thee
Fred
Esperel
!
Thy
wife
4 What’s the use !’ thundered Tom Cor
and do ebbery ting he want you to do ? stand it.—One receives it in mournful Silencej
i the possession of the proprietor,^
liss, who, till the third bottle, had not spo is a fool, and thy children, egregious nin found presenting a broad and smooth sur What more you guine do now !”
as a Persian slave does the order to submit his
1 most thorough and surprising
face;
In
some
parts
it
seems
as
if
a
barrel
Thou wouldst give the
ken a word, and from sundry such sympt nies, every one.
heck to the bow-string. The other throws
44
Yes,
Hector,
I
have
done
for
you
all
means of this powerful Linima
of pitch had been upset, and left to mix with
up his cap, ànd cries victory ! victory! Jackoms was strongly suspected of being in love) whole bunch of their carrotty heads for thy
i where other approved applicalt
this,
but
I
have
done
it
because
you
were
the
soil.
The
pitch
in
general
is
merely
a
son and Wolfe!
e
■< who would drink it ? not I, faith ! What ! liberty again. Once more !
my
slave
and
because
I
was
bound
to
do
it.
”
I terly failed. The Liniment is
4 Tom, my lad get married ! 1 Matrimo superficial coating on the surface of the
But what à state of political degradation
sit
down
when
eleven
such
fellows
4
slept
£c Ah, you no want to be boüh’ any long does this evince ! And can ariy honest mari
with success for bruises, sprains,
without their pillows,’ to drink ! It’s an odd ny,’ you know,4 is like Jeremiah’s figs— ground ; and nothing but strict examination er, Da’s it ! I see. You Want Hector lor
stiffness of the joints, chilblains,!
say that the influence of the General Govern
would allow one to believe that the fertile
the
good
are
very
good
’
—
(the
rest
of
the
taste of yours, my dear macaroni ! It would
I Price 50 cents a bottle.
scene around is situated on pitch grounds. eat acorn wid de hog, and take de swamp ment is not destructive of the independencé
quotation
is
inapt.)
My
wife
is
the
pretti

be much better to travestie that whim, and
of the States, when he sees a whole party
\
None are genuine unless
(I wish she But it is so ; cottagesand gardens are im wid de Injih, enty ?”
seal a bottle of vinegarfor the last Bach est woman in the parish.
thus subservient to a simple intimatioii of thé
“
Not
so,
old
fellow
!
but
I
cannot
call
you
1 \ the outside printed wrapper by tin
wasn’t by the way !) my house is the re planted on it, and on it vegetation thrives
Executive. The jirman of the Porte scarcely
elor.1
my
slave
when
I
would
call
you
my
friend.
most
luxuriantly.
The
pitch
ground
is
not
i nriefor,T. Kidder, immedudc
produces as great effects. Under this State of
The proposition was received with a u- sort of all the gay fellows about town.—I’m
I
shall
get
another
slave
to
carry
Dugdale,
one continued mass of substance, but it is a
-to the late Dr. W.T. Conway.
things, whatever may be the forms of thé
niversal shout of approbation.
The vine quite the thing (my wife is, that is to say)
Government) it is a virtual despotism. A des
series of broken and irregular patches of it, and you shall be free.”
I at his Counting Room, over No.!
gar was ordered, with pen, ink and paper. every where. I am excessively happy—
££ I dam to hell, massa, if 1 guine to be potism of the worst kind j an elective despothe soil intervening for considerable spaces.
excessively
—
assure
yourself
of
that.
I
street, near Concert Hah, BosW
Gourlay wrote out a bond by which every
After walking up a gentle ascent of a mile free !” roared the adhesive black, in a tone tisrii founded on corruption.”
bvhis special appointment,by
member bound himself io drink it, in case grow thin they say—but that’s age. And
and a quarter from the sea, over the pitch of unrestrained determination. 44 I can’t
JOHN LILLIE, Kenneh
it fell to his lot, on the night the last man, I’ve lost my habit of laughing—but that’s
Shocking Disàstén—Th& Cincinnati Grâground, the visitor reaches an elevated ba lose youf company ; and who de debble
proper,
as
I
’
m
Warden.
—
On
the
whole,
SAMUEL POPE,Kenntii
save himself, was married ; and after pas
Dugdale Will let feed him like Hector ! Zette mentions that the steamboat Rob Royj
sin,
which
is
called
the
pitch
lake.
This
is
C LITTLEFIELD,^
sing round the table, it was laid aside with however, I’m tolerably contented, and I
on her way up from N; Orleans, on the 19th
a vast mass of pitch naturally collected in ’Tis impossible, massa, and dere’s rid use ult. about fifteen miles from New Madrid)
its irregular signatures, till twelve. As the think I shall live these ten years—if my
to
talk
about
it.
De
ting
aint
right
;
and
the form of a lake. The ^surface of it more
struck a snag, which cauëed het to twist in
clock struck, the seal was set upon the bot wife settles down—as she will, you know.
over, assumes the appearance of one, and it enty I know wha’ kind of thing freedom is such a manner as to break Ohe of hér branch
God
bless
you,
Tom.
How
is
the
vinegar
?
tle, and after a somewhat thoughtful bum
wid
black
man
?
Ha
!
you
make
Hector
pipes and scalded 10 or 1^ persons, Of whom
VEGETABLES
is completely surrounded by a wood.
The
per, the host was called, and the deposite Well—marry ! mind that.
length of this lake is about half a mile, and free, cum wuss more nor poor buckrah ; he four had died, and two more not expected to
Yours
always,
G.
■ Nall aoesoflhe world al*
with its document was formally charged to
tief out of de shop, he get drunk and lie in recover ; at the same time a nUmbei1 of per
N. B. I wouldn’t marry a beauty, if I its greatest breadth about half a furlong.
bair has been consider« *
liis keeping*
de ditch, den if sick come, he roll) he toss sons leaped overboard, of Whom three wëré
Numerous
pools
of
water
abound
on
the
sur

were you, Tom.
♦
#
*
*
*
*
„ament ever bestowe
■
in de wet grass of de stable. You come in drowned.
face,
and
the
deep
cracks
and
fissures
in
the
Poor Gourlay ! His wife is a belle, and
human frame, and
® j
It was on the last night of 1830, that a
i
Fire in the stage /—On Saturday last) Mfs
pitch are filled with it, in which little fish de morning, Hector dead, and who know ?
,be perfection of persona b*
gentleman, slightly corpulent, and with here he is as jealous as Bluebeard—-dying abso
I „neral complaint of youngs*
and frogs sport about. This water is per. he take no physic, he hab no parson ; who H; Hummaun, receiVed from Fhiladëlphia by
lutely
of
corrosion.
It
’
s
eating
him
up
by
¿nd there a grey hair about his temples, sat
fectly fresh and good. The pitch appearsj know, I say, massé, but de debble find urn the stage, a box containing books and station
tlown alone at the club table in------- Street, inches. Hang the letters ! they make me to be in some parts of great depth, if suchi fofre any body else ? No, massa ; you and ery, and among the rest a box of Lucifef*
One more, and I’ll throw
■ healthy; this
.
with a dusty bottle and a single glass before melancholy.
matches. It seems that the friction occasion
tion of improper and i J
an opinion may be justified from the cracks Dugdale berry good company for Hector.
ed By the motion of the stage caused thé LUhim. The rain was beating violently a-. the boding things into the fire :—
I
tharik
God
he
so
good.
I
no
want
any
and
fissures.
It
is
hard
enough
to
sustain
My Sweet Tom—I hope the gods have
cifersto ignite, but fortunately, for the Want of
gainst the windows, and in a pause of the
better?
’
the Weight of a person walking on it, but be
air the fire was smothered. The whole con
gust, as he set with his hands thrust deeply promised thee a new weasand. The vine
The
negrd
was
positive,
and
his
master,
comes a little softened by the heat of the sun j
tents of the box smelt strongly of burnt
Into his pockets, the solemn tones of the Old gar improves, doubtless, by age. It must be
so that persons a little distance from each deeply affected with the evidence of his at matches though the damage was inconsidéré
a
satisfaction,
too,
that
it
is
nectar
of
your
South, striking eleven, reached his ear* He
; other sometimes disappear by sinking grad tachment, turned ¿way iri silence, offering able.—Easton Pa. paper.
started and seizing the bottle, held it up to bottling. Here I am the happiest dog that
no further obstruction to thé desperate hold
will be found in all ca°
the light, with a contraction of the muscles is Coupled. My wife fl took warning from ually into the hollows formed by their own whfoh he again took of the Wounded DugExtensive fire at Cleveland.—From our cbtr
weight.—On the confines of the lake, vege
respondent, Cleveland, Ohio, July 30th, wé
of his face, and a shudder of disgust quite Gourlay? is not run after by a pack of pup
i fore offering
dale*
aful tried in h""dred ff the hair8*
learn that a fire broke out at half past eleven
îhcomprehensible to the solitary servant who pies* She’s not handsome, Heaven knows tation is abundant and vigorous and pine
apples grown on pitch grounds are said to
will, neSs and falling
effecis^elJ
—
fl
wish
she
were
a
trifle
prettier)
but
A husband whôse ears were constantly o’clock, on the night of the 29th, in the Bank
waited
his
pleasure.
jnsianceitssaluta y g^erfaJ t
of Cleveland, and Swept awày everything
Ah ! bow we be remarkably good.
4 You may leave the rooni) William, she’s as good as Dorcas.
assailed by the unruly tongue of his wife,
to admiration. I
holllt
till it reached the mansion house, Which Was
Voyage of the Chanticleer.
walk and talk, evenings.
(I prefer that
said
he,
and
as
the
door
closed,
he
drew
bore the sound of her incessant alarm with saved, although considerably injured. A girl
anewandbeantifu
rrect1 a new
time,
as
I
can
imagine
her
pretty,
when
I
from his pocket a smoky, time-stained man
bald, and to ehecl
about 15 years of age was burned to death.
The artificial stone is now made in New- the greatest patience.
wing
uscript, and a number of letters and threw don’t see her you know, Tom.) And how
44 It is very clear,” said a friend, £i that
JV. E Com. Mi
Often occurs. In e® [bisOi,
York
to any pattern.
A house can be
used
we
sit
in
the
dim
light
of
the
boudoir,
and
them on the table. After sitting a moment
you are afraid of your wife.”
«nd ceases 10 g10W’ , jutei
made
of
it
all
solid
in
one
entire
piece,
in

ase.
ff^We are happy to state that bur enteis
and tightening his coat about him in the gaze at each other’s just perceptible figure,
44 I am not afraid of her,” said he, 44 but
combustible, and to last forever. The wall
prising fellow townsman, William Bennett)
jared beautiful g’’?wtb’h d ■ nor *
manner of one who screws up his resolution and sigh ! Ah, Tom ! marry and be blest—
of
the
noise
she
makes.
”
when struck with a hammer, will ring like
has received the opinions of some of the bast
Pen the most delicate heafl
with some difficulty) he filled his glass from as 1 am.
metal, so perfect is the cement, and this too
may off’ follow after using ;
jPickedConfessions.—A methodist and chemists in the country—who pronqunbe his
Yours truly.
Phil*
the bottle, and drank it with a sudden and
take&Pa
‘“b*e which so often
oneu.--.
F. Sa Marry a woman that is at least in a few weeks after it was all soft mortar. a quaker having stopped at a public house, bed of Porcelain Clay, situated in Bluehill, a
hysterical gulph.
So Noah says, ¿nd appears not to be jo agreed to sleep in the same bed.
be easily P>-e'’en70if|i»s*
The superior article for the manufacture of the
“ Pah ! it cuts like a sword.
And so ptmetty^ Tom.
valuable ware called Porcelain Ware. SueIn short no
king.
methodist
knelt
down,
prayed
fervently
and cess to every entefprize.—Radical.
The
gods
forbid
that
I
should
marry
one
here I am—the last bachelor !
I little
confessed
a
long
catalogue
of
sins.
After
he
thought it ten years ago, this night.—How like yours, Phil ! She is enough to make
and stands the
If you Cannot inspire a woman with love
There is in use Upon the Trentbri afid Phil
fresh it is in my mind ! Ten years since I one’s face ache I and so you are all discon for you, fill her above the brim with love of rose, the quaker observed, “ Really friend)
if thou art as bad as thou sayest thou art, I adelphia tail road a contrivance already pa
tented ; one’s wife is too smart, another’s
put
the
seal
on
that
bottle
with
my
own
For sale by .nri|25,18S>
herself 5—all that runs over will be your’s.
tented, which puts an end to th® very great,
dare riot sleep with thee?
hands! It seems impossible.—How dis too simple, another*« too pretty, and anoth
inconveniences resulting from the sparks of
er
’
s
too
plain
!
And
what
might
not
mine
tinctly I remember those dozen rascally
locomotives. An extra flue is so placed
Lowell
is
said
to
contain
fifteen
thousand
Friendship
often
ends
in
love
;
but
love
Benedicts who are laughing at me to-night,, have been, had I been irreparably a husturn the sparks into a reservoir;
inhabitants;
in
friendship
nevers
aeated round this very table, and roaring at; band!
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Thé aHempled insurrection.— Gov. Runnekj Mississippi -A jettfer from Caytiga Confix j Our Rail Road.-Two weeks since v
of Mississippi, hàs issued the following
ty, Mississippi; published in the Louisville*' bounced' to bur readers
...
that the Andover
Journal, says, that an attempt was recently!i Wilmington Rail Road Would positively 1
PROCLAMATION.
Later from Europe.—By . the packet ship
ASSAULT ON A POST OFFICE.
By
H.
G.
Runnels,
Governor
of
the
Stafë
of
made
to
poisOu
several
families
in
Port
Gib;
¡ extended to this town. We made the ass
Sheffield».Liverpool papers of the 9th July;
Every Southern mail brings new tidings of
son, and that ttvo of the leaders in the design, ( tion upon the responsibility of gentlemen w?
Mississippi»
and London of the 8th, containing Paris dates the
__________
..... _________
o..........
evil Consequences
of the„agitations
growWhereas, it has been represented to the being apprehended, were compelled to take 1 stood ready to take any ambimt of stock th
to the 6th, have been received at New York, i ing out of the mad schemes of3the fanatics of
their oivn poison. In a postscript it is added,i' should be left at the time appointed for cl?1
In the House of Lords, on the 2d, the Maf-1 the North, in relation to Southern slavery, Executive, that there is a band of lawless,
quis of Londonderry read the decree of Don j A part of their tactics has been to dissemi- base, villainous white men traversing the that thirty blacks have been hanged in Madi-i! ing the books. We have now the gratify;8
Carlos, declaring that all strangers taken in j nate incefidiary tracts and tjewspppers, country, endeavoring to get up an insurrec son county. A letter from Livingston Mi. j| intelligence to announce to OUr friends a broa
inserted in the Lexington Intelligencer, gives |j that the remaining Stock is taken up bv ;
arms shall be shot, and enquired whether the j through the agency of the mails. The evil tion among our slaves : And whereas it has
levies then assembling at the Isle of Dogs has arrived at such a pitch of extravagant been further represented to the Executive that an account of the execution of seven negroes j dividuals, and that the Road will be cotnrnen
would receive the benefits of Lord Elliot’s zeal, as to rouse the indignation and violence disclosures have been made by those con at Beattie’s Bluff, and one at Vernon. The j ced as soon as the laborers can be employed'
convention. Lord Melbourne replied that of the whole white papulation of the South., cerned,
.
- well calculated to excite the most se- same letter speaks of the execution of several' T-Rus with ho scare-crow parade, no coiiht
they would : and added, that he believed the It has resulted in a resolute attack on the r,ows/pprehensions that a widely extended others, and in a postscript it is added, that “ a ‘¡ing unhatched chickens, ho show ofli
decree in question to be a forgery. On the Post Office at Charleston, South Carolina, conspiracy is on foot, calculated to produce gallows has been erected in the public square,I; sounding words or figures—otir friends her
following day, the Marquis produced a Span the particulars of which Will be fotifid below. an alarm, and to call forth the vigilance and to bang Ruel Blake upon.” Another letter I; and elsewhere have resolved to establish
c T Carson Grove, thus mentions the death | Rail Road from Haverhill to Boston.
1
ish copy of the decree, and said that he wish There is no doubt that this has been but the energy of our people.
I do therefore issue this Proclamation, ex of those, of whose fate we have already pub- j
ed Lord Melbourne to be explicit in his de commencement of a system that will be fol
Haverhill Gazetit,
---nial of its authenticity, in order to remove er lowed up throughout the Southern States, hotting all good citizens, and commanding lished the particulars. “ Cotton, Saunders,
roneous impressions from the minds of the unless an immediate stop be put to the dis-1‘ the officers, both civiband military, to use the and the third person, whose name I have for
The Books for the Rail Road between
soldiers. No reply was made by Lord Mel- semination
............. .
___ ___ tracts, to excite most untiring vigilance to suppress all such gotten, were hung on the 4th, and nine ne- Hartford and New Haven are closed.
of_ ___
inflammatory
bourne. The decree in question expressly the slaves to revolt, treason and murder.
insurrectionary movements, and to appre gioes at the same time. We have taken sev millions of dollars is the total amount of suh
States, that foreigners, taken in arms, or in
_
We are no advocates of“ Lynch Law,
” so hend all such suspicious persons, and to enteen men, whose names Cotton gave up scription. Three hundred and fifteen pe-”
any way aiding the cause of the Queen, shall called, and however much the gamblers of deliver them over to the proper authorities, under the gallows.” In another part of the sons have subscribed one million four hiin
receive neither the benefit of existing laws, Mississippi may have deserved their fate, their that they may be brought to condign punish same letter, the writer says : “ I have no dre<l and fifty three thousand dollars. Th”
nor of the Convention, but shall be instantly punishment should have been left to the ope ment. To which end I especially call on the doubt that all those at Livingston will be Worcester and Hertford Rail Road Books
hung.”
shot.
ration of the law of the land. Nevertheless, members of the Board of Police of each
The above will afford some idea of the which is a continuation of the New Haven
By a convention, concluded between the the summary executions which have been County and District, to exert the authority
and Hartford Road are to be opened in afew
state
of things in Mississippi. These horrors ‘ days.—ib.
Dukes of Broglie and Frias, the foreign le dealt out to the conspirators implicated in given to them by an act of the Legislature of
were
occasioned
by
an
apprehended
insur

gion is to enter the service of the Queen of the attempt to excite die slave^o ffi7urrec- the 25th of December, 1'833, of organizing in
Spam.
•
;1 tion,
were well.........................
merited, and the condign pun- their respective beats, active and efficient pa rection of the slaves, and all this blood was
QJ^We learn from a private source thatg
The moral effect of the death of Zumala i ishment executed will be sustained by an en- troles.—I repeat the importance and necessi shed without the intervention of law. A proc
number of gentlemen are expected in town
lamation
has
been
issued
by
the
Governor
carreguy appears to have been very unpropioninion The culprits were J ty. of much vigilance in all quarters of the
1 • ‘ 1 lightened public «j/niiwii.
Whereas it has in a day or two, from the Eastward, to extious to the cause of Don Carlos. rr,t
„Ld'kj
1,116- siege1 j, not, tried
by j„,
juryy in the regular forms of the j State; and should it become necessary, I do which commences thus
been
represented
to
the
Executive
that there |I amine the route between Portland and Haof Bilboa has been raised, and the besieging
hereby order the Quarter Master General,
~ ;) established
............... :s, tribunals
and the process was in ;
j verhill, in reference to the future construction”
forces have retreated in disorder. The
r"‘
cap- some respects, an application of the principle | and each of the Assistant Quarter Masters is a band of lawless, base, villainous White i! of a Rail Road between the two places.-^
tureofthis place, which is the chief
Law,
of city of
ot of
„x “ tI^ynch
....
r r
But if the process was no ! General, to deliver the arms of the State into men, traversing the country, endeavoring to j
get up an insurrection among our slaves,”)
Biscay, by the Queen’s troops, must be atten-1I ordinary
"
one, neither was the occasion. On j the hands of the people for their defence, &c. : and proceeds to exhort good citizens to i! . Rail Road Meetirig.—A meeting was held
ded with important consequences.
jI the evening of the 2d July, a diabolical plot' taking the receipts of responsible persons for
: in Salem on Tuesday, of the subscribers (o
A conspiracy against the life of the Empe- i is accidentally discovered, which had for its ! the same ; and at the same time having due apprehend all suspicious persons, and to de-!! the stock of the Salem and Boston Kail
ror of Russia was discovered at St. Peters- object, the indiscriminate murder, on the) regard to the proper distribution, according liver them to the proper authorities. The !j Road ; and a report, presented by a content,
proper authorities will have very little to do I
burgh in May, and more than sixty persons morning of the 4th, of all the white inhabi to the exigencies of the case.
tee chosen at a former meeting, and recoin',
have been arrested on suspicion ofbeing con tants of the Southern States. The people
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set under a system, which places the life of any mending the formation of a single company
suspected
person
at
the
mercy
of
those
Who
cerned in it.
my hand, and caused the great seal of
found themselves on the very brink of a vol
for the construction of a road from Boston ttf
LONDON, JULY 30.
the State to be hereunto affixed, at Jack- choose to take it.—Boston Daily Adv.
cano, that was about to explode, and over
the line of New-Hampshire, was adopted.The Spanish Expedition.—T\\q first battal whelm them in an indiscriminate murder,
son, July 13, 1835.
Police, Thursday.— Unpleasant Disclosures. A convention was then organized, consisting
ion of the British volunteer force, consisting without respect to age, sex, or condition !
H. G. RUNNELS.
of gentlemen from Lynn, Salem, Beverly J Ji
Our readers may recollect a few days since
of 500 infantry and 20 officers,i embarked
By the Governor,
tkoP.ti
T 7 r* TTX from
----- i; What was to be done ? But a single day was
wich, Newbur/ and Newburyport, by the
♦ L /-»
T a . .4 ■ nL.
— Lu —
T 1
We
related
the
circumstance
of
an
infant
the East Indian barracks, in the Isle of Dogs, | to intervene between the moment of discoveDavid Dickson, Secretary of State.
j) choice of Stephen C. Phillips, as President
abandoned
by
its
mother,
having
been
found
on board the Monarch steam ship, for convey-; ry of the plot and its bloody execution,
Caleb Cushing and Joseph Farley, Vice
con
auce to the Spanish coast
Some of the leaders were taken and had
Another Riot.—We learn’from the Newbu in an open lot in Thirteenth street. In conPresidents, and Col. Adams and W. H. pos.
i rTc6
dlV1S,-°P Saile?
i confessed: others were at large : the delay ryport Herald, that on Wednesday and sequence of being betrayed by an acquaint ter, Secretaries. It was resolved that a com
St. Sebastian from off Greenwich, on board of a single day or hour, might have been fu- Thursday evenings last, the foreign mercena ance, the wretched woman was arrested on
pany should be formed for the establishment
the London Merchant steam vessel. It con- j tai to hundreds of thousands of innocent peo- ry, Rev. George Thompson, while endeavor Tuesday last on a police warrant, and com
of the road already mentioned, and the books
sisted of about 400, generally speaking, fine i pie ! Self-defence, the first law of nature and ing to address the citizens of Lynn, was as mitted to Bridewell. We believe she did not
being opened, a considerable amount of
young men, with several old and tried solJ of reason, came into action: the proof was sailed by a large collection of people, and that deny the crime with which she is charged, stock was taken on the spot.
but
in
extenuation
of
her
unnatural
conduct
diers, as non-commissioned officers, etll in the! 1 positive,—judgment was pronounced, and ex- missiles, rotten eggs, &fc. were hurled at his
highest spirits, and conducting themselves; ecution speedily followed, before the wretch hypocritical head with unsparing zeal. The! stated, that the father of the child having re
The Quebec Gazette of July 25 states that
with great propriety.
es could have an opportunity to rally the Sheriff with much difficulty succeeded in; fused to contribute to its maintenance, she
Letters from Toulon of the 30th ult. an slaves to a rescue, which might have resulted clearing a passage through the crowd for the was unable to support it and accordingly re Capt. YouJe of the Royal Engineers, arrived
nounce that on that day the French Naval di in placing these fiends at the head of the ne egress of the women. We believe the incen solved to abandon it to its fate. She lurked there on Saturday afternoon, from Montreal
vision, consisting of ten vessels, amongst gro insurgents ! Not an hour was to be wasted diary Thompson escaped uninjured. Wo- near the spot where the child was deposited, having been ordered to Quebec by the Comwhich are three ships of the line, sailed from in idle forms, which, by delay, would tend to men and children should abstain from Aboli and saw it taken up and conveyed to the mander-in-Chief, in compliance with the adthat port for the coast of Spain.
it is their counte Ahns House«. Through the persuasion of the dress of the committee of the citizens ap.
defeat the object, and cheat the jibbet of its tion meetings altogether
Plague in Smyrna.—The mail from Con proper victim. The conspirators were exe nance and support that mainly sustains them, magistiate, and in order to make some atone- i pointed to promote the construction of fiie
Railway to Maine.
une inuirv
stantinople of the 12th of June brings the un cuted justly,.and die people had as much and we fear they will suffer some
injury it
if > ¡ne.nt.to tlje Public for the burthen which she
pleasant news of the plague having appeared right to hang them in a summary manner, as they persist in attending them.—
■N. H. Gaz.
imposed
on
its
charity,
she
yesterday
Z.
made the necessary affidavit, upon which a
at Smyrna. It is said to have been introduc they would to have shot them down in selfHartford and New-Haven Rail Rdad.—T^
ed by an Italian merchantman from Alexan defence, had the extensive work of murder
Gambling and Murder.—A most disgrace- bastardy warrant was issued against the father ' subscription books to the stock in the Hartford
scene oc^nTed^at Coving° '^11^P °T l° be ? rev,e^nd i and New-Haven Rail Road were opened sim
dria. All the European inhabitants of Smyr commenced, and the leaders been encounter fuland
f •’ *""J shocking
1 ’’ ‘
~ na, who had the means of doing so, are said ed with arms in their hands.
ton.
Kv
i-PPMHflv
a
----«1 the Piesbyteriaft church, but ultaneously in this city, New-Haven and N.
ton, Ky. recently. A white man by the
to have fled from the city.
There is but one mind on this subject a- name of Hutchinson was playing cards with whose name we withhold, not from a desire York, on Friday last. The amountsubscriPARIS, JULY 1.
mong all intelligent and virtuous men of all a negro, in the presence of a large number oftt to screen the offender from the public repro- bed in this city on Friday and Saturday was
The convention between the Governments ' lections of the country, and the awful respon- persons, and another wfyite man by the name 1 bation, but from the respect we entertain for $277,000.- In New-Haven, on Friday, over
We have not
of France and Spain, under which the For- (j sibility of all the evils which have occurred, of John Pierce was betting with Hutchinson I1 the pious sect of which he has long been a $200,000 was subscribed.
eign legion now on the coast of Africa is to |j and which may follow, rests with the wicked
on the game. A quarrel ensued and Pierce : pastor. We saw the reverend sinner cower heard the amount subscribed in New-York,
and trembling beneath the weight of fear since Friday—in five hours, after the books
be transferred to the Spanish service, hasI! instigators and prime movers of these san- struck Hutchinson a severe blow on the back ing
i
been signed by the Duke de Broglie and the j1 guinary plots. The result of all these agita- of the neck, which killed him instantly, So ij and shame and entreating that he might be were opened in that city, the amount was
Duke de Frias ; and, after being exchanged ){lions will be, that the chains of the slaves will much for gambling on Sunday with a negro. ;I allowed at once to give security for the main $1,060,000. The books are to remain open
tenance of the child and then be liberated. during this day.—Connecticut Courant.
in the usual form, was yesterday transmitted be riveted with more rigor than ever, and the
Cincinnati Whig.
I he magistrate at last assented to his entrea
by a special courier to Madrid. The present slaves themselves will have to abide the con
ty : the bail was given, and the reverend Mr.
strength of the legion is somewhere between sequences. We copy the following from the
We are happy to announce to our readers
The dead body of a man named Vosburgh,
„ was suffered to depart with his friend. on the best authority,, that the stock of the
4200 and 4500 men, but there is a depot at Charleston Mercury.
Boston Centinel.
a mason in the employment of Mr. Van Pelt,
It is but justice to add, that the woman ad- I Rad Road between this city and West StockMarseilles, which, when added to the rest of
Destruction of the incendiary Pamphlets.— of Springfield, Erie Co. was discovered on
the corps, will make it amount pretty nearly Such was the excitement in our city caused the morning of Friday last, near an ashery of ,mitted having received money to defray the bridge is actually subscribed, that the Com
expenses of her confinement, from the de
to 5000. The one half of the whole, howev
by the arrival of the incendiary pamphlets Mr. V. P. of which Joseph Carter was fore fendant, but that he refused to contribute anv pany is organized, an Engineer appointed,
er, is all that can be trusted to as good and
ami that the work will be commenced with
man,
under
such
circumstances
as
to
lead
to
and
papers
which
almost
monopolised
the
U.
thing further. She is about forty years old,
serviceable.
S. Mail on Wednesday, that a crowd of two the conviction that he was cruelly murdered and is of a respectable family.—JV. Y. paper. out delay.—Albany Daily A*dv.
It is understood that the French Govern
or three hundred citizens, assembled that by Carter and a Mr. Goodell, in a drunken
ment have imposed the condition, that the
Granite.—Last Monday we took a ride to1
Besides being
night, for the purpose of seizing and destroy frolic the night previous.
Eastern Boundary.—-The excitement on this
men are not to be armed or regimented until
ing them. These citizens were met by Lieut. much bruised, the body had the appearance subject has been partially renewed in the j the quarry at Edgecomb, which Was purchathey have passed the frontier. When they
Brown of the City Guard near the Exchange of having been immersed in a kettle of boil East, by an act of supposed aggression on jsed a few weeks since, by an enterprising in
arrive on the Spanish territory, they will
and persuaded to disperse ; but it not being ing lye. Both C. and G. had been arrested. the part of the British authorities. A portion dividual, for the purpose of operation. Sev
probably be draughted into the foreign legion,
generally known that measures were in con
Albany Argus.
of territory called Indian Stream and hereto eral workmen are now employed in getting
which it is expected will thus be ultimately
cert between the Post Master and many of
fore supposed to be within the jurisdiction of out stone, which will soon be thrown into the'
raised to the strength of 12,000 men.
Rioi in Lynn.—The Lynn Chronicle gives New Hampshire, has been claimed by the I market, in order to test the qualities of this
our leading citizens, to call the attention of
Paris, Monday, 4, P. M.—{Private Corres
the authorities at Washington to the subject, an account ot a riot and disturbance, on English, and measures taken to enforce the I granite. This quarry, however, is not new
pondence.}—A number of peers and public
a few gentlemen afterwards broke open the
evening last. At a meeting on claim. A Mr. Packer, a citizen of New to the public, as much durable and fiafidsotne
functionaries have been to Neuilly this morn
Post Office, seized the bags containing the Wednesday evening, some symptoms of riot Hampshire, has been arrested by the author stone has been taken from it, and may be'
ing to congratulate the king on the discovery
Abolition tracts and made a public bon-fire of were evinced by persons without, and a stone ities of Lower Canada, and lodged in jail, on seen in many buildings in this vicinity, hi?
of a conspiracy which was supposed to have
the whole last evening.
was hurled into the midst of the assembly, a charge of having obstructed the operations ! situated about twenty or thirty rods from th#
been directed against His Majesty’s person.
We regret this act as premature. It would which shattered a pane of glass. We copy of the said authorities in that territory. The Sheepscot river, where vessels of any descripj
Five persons were arrested last night, and
have been time enough to act, after we had the account of the proceedings on Thursday territory has hitherto been regarded as a por tion can come up to load, and a wharf is now
two more this morning, charged with the de
learned that the Federal Government would evening, from the Chronicle
tion of New Hampshire, and its inhabitants building for that purpose.
sign of waylaying the King on his return to
We are not acquainted with the qualities or
not interfere to prevent the Post Office being
“On Thursday evening, Mr. George have been numbered with the population of
the Tuileries from Neuilly, while passing
properties necessary for good granite, and1
along the quay which separates the royal gar used as a means of annoyance and injury to Thompson, agreeably to appointment, contin that State. The nature of the English claim therefore are not capable of judging whether'
those who are taxed for its support. We ued the discussion in the same place. There is not stated.—Miwburyport Herald.
dens from the river, and extends from the
this is superior to any now in the market;
Pont Louis XVI. in front of the Chamber of! would fain believe that the laws are strong was a large assembly, (mostly females, as
this stone, however, is of a very brilliant, dark
enough
to
protect
us
in
our
rights.
When
usual,)
in
the
bouse,
and
a
still
larger
one
of
Deputies, to the Pont Royal, which connects I
authorities color, particularly in its rough state, and doef
Xu« city autnomies
they fail to do so, it will be time to show that men and boys without. It was obviously the ^Commodore Elliott.—The
the Place du Carrousel with the Faubourg St.
at all hazards, we will take care of ourselves. design of the latter to frustrate the objects of of New York have voted an expenditure of not fade by age, a desideratum we understand’
Germain. The place would, doubtless, be
We think, too, it would have been better bad the meeting. There was a continual halloo $500 dollars for “ extending the hospitalities not possessed by all granite. We saw sever
well chosen for the commission of such a
the pamphlets been allowed to reach their ing and noise, and about the middle of the of the city” to the gallant Commodore Elliott, al of the top sheets of stone taken off by the
crime, if the assassins had no idea of provi
destination, to put the whole Southern com lecture the cry of “ Fire !” and presently the well known as having been in the action of workmen, and it splits remarkably well, is
ding for their owp safety, there being nothing
munity on their guard—by presenting theoc- ringing of the bell at the other end of the Lake Erie, where he acquired no inconsider very clear, and almost entirely free from any
along the whole interval between the bridges
cular proofs of the movements of the Fanat common, created much confusion and af able notoriety .-—having acted as second to foreign substance.— Wiscasset Intelligencer.
but the river on the one side and a dead wall
ics, especially as each bundle was to be ac fright for a few minutes—somb fainted. Af Barron when Decatur was killed ; and hav
on the other, but as there is a strong military
ing affixed the idol of his heart to the cut
companied by circulars from the South Caro ter the alarm had subsided in some degree,
Soap Stoner-*-Specimens of Soap Stone'
post at either end, it is evident that escape lina Association.
water of the Constitution.
s
the
cry
of
“
Fire
”
was
again
heard,
but
the
have been found in Turner, Oxford County,
would be next to impossible. The turn
We believe that those who broke open the
Post Office Pap.—The Baltimore Republi in this State, abouta half a mile from the
which the trial of the April insurgents has Post Office have erred, but none can blame audierice kept their seats. The crowd and
noise outside increasing, Mr. T. closed his
village.
It is associated, with mica, slate,
taken at the Luxembourg would not be un
their feelings or motives, which have the harangue. The wbple congregation then can states that the Globe and Richmond En gneiss, &c. The specimens found are well
likely, a priori, to provoke some desperate
quirer have annually a single advertisement
sympathy of the entire community.
rose and sung the doxology, and the meeting
characterized soap stone and talc. The indi
characters to make the attempt; but then,
It is said that the number of incendiary was closed by prayer by Rev. Mr. Horton.— from the Post Office, which is a mere natter cations are favorable for finding quantities,
from the disclosures on the trial, it does not
of form and of but very little use, for publish
and we think it would be advisable to make
appear that there would be many who would pamphlets, received at the Charleston office, Now succeeded a most disgraceful scene. ing which they receive $435.
amounted to 300,000.
The mob, exasperated by the expressions of
a careful and thorough search of the place, as
be ready to engage on such a forlorn hope as
defiance used by Mr. T. in his discourse,
no doubt other valuable minerals are imbed
this, in which the sacrifice of their own lives
Connubial
Felicity.
—
Mr.
Isaac
Abbott,
of
Threatened
Hostilities
of
the
Pawnees
and
closed round the doors and steps of the house
ded in that region.— Winthrop Farmer.
would be required without any temptation or
Winslow,
Me.
recently
advertised
his
wife
as
pretence for personal vengeance to secure the Camanches.—A letter from Fort Gibson, da so as effectually to prevent the egress of the having left his bed and board—whereupon
Eime Stone.—More Lime stone has been'
application of an abstract principle ofgovern- ted the 7th ult. states that an express had just audience. Presently there was a rush at the she responds in no very gentle terms, not only
arrived from Major Mason, at Cross Timbers, doors by the mob who threatened Mr. T. but
discovered in Mt. Vernon, in the south west
inent.—London Times.
telling
the
public
that
he
had
no
bed
nor
where he has been stationed with two com by the prompt exertions of those within, the
board, but actually dunning him in the news ern part. Specimens have been left at our
Rotten eggs were
office from the farm of S. W. Taylor, Esq.
From Laguira.—We have been favored panies of dragoons, with the intelligence that doors were closed.
the above named tribes—in number supposed thrown, and a missile came near hitting Mr. paper, for the money that she lent him We have not had time to test its properties
with an extract of a letter from Laguira, da
to be about 15,000—were making prepara T.’s head. Mr. Sheriff Chadwell now arri eighteen months ago.” She married him for or qualities, but from appearances we think
ted the 10th of July, (received via St. Thom
tions to attack the dragoons, and commence ved at the scene and with difficulty cleared a love, poor, deceived, and wretched virgin it will probably prove to be a valuable depos
as,) which states that a change of government
an offensive war. Maj. M.sent for Gen. Ar passage way for the women to come out of and found him “ a lying, scandalous, deceit it.— ib.
had been effected by the opposition—a mili
ful villain.”
buckle and six or eight companies ofinfantry, the house. A person was escorted out under
tary movement—and that the President and
which would leave in a day or two. News the protection of some dozen ladies, but ow
Bunker Hill Monument.—The twentieth*
Vice President, J. M. Vagras and Dr. Navarte,
On Monday, the-3d inst. Mr. Hiram Dixon
was also brought that Major M. was building ing to the confusion it was impossible to tell
course of stone is now laying.
Thirteen
had been put on board the Aurora, for St. fortifications and preparing for defence. A
oi
Ehot,
Me.
in
company
with
a
person,
Thomas, and sent out of the country. Every fight was considered unavoidable. The wri who it was, or what became of the lecturer. name unknown, but supposed to belong to courses were carried up some years since,
The Sheriff, ‘ in the name/ &c. ordered the
and seven have been laid this season. These
thing was done in a quiet manner, but it was ter had no doubt that four tribes would be
people to disperse, but they would do no such Lee, went to the outer harbor on a fishing courses measure 2 feet 3 inches each, con
difficult to foresee the consequences that
engaged in the difficulty.
thing. They continued to rally in groups in excursion, intending to return the evening of sequently the monument will be fifty-three
would result from this measure. The people .The reasons assigned by the two hostile
front of the meeting bouse till near 10 o’ the same day. The mast and sails were feet four inches high, with the completion of
expressed great confidence in general Paez, tribes for their preparations are, the failure of
On Sunday» 15 m’les south of the the twentieth course, and before the close of
clock, when Mr. Chadwell respectfully re ti
and all would depend upon the course he the commissioners, agreeably to promise, to
Isle of Shoals, by Capt. Stewart of sch. Lydthe season will probably be about 75 feet high.
should adopt. All business was at a stand. meet them in May—and a suspicion, that on quested all peaceful and good citizens who
u ^>ortsmoullli The oars and a part of
respected the laws to retire to their several
The writer recommends his correspondent,
the
boat
were
found
on
Hog
Island,
one
of
account of the delay of its performance the homes, and they began gradually to drop off^
Portland Exchange.—Nearly eighty thou
in a postscript, not to place any confidence in white men intend to employ the Osages,
the Isle of Shoals. The persons above named sand dollars have been subscribed to the
the idle stories which would be circulated Cherokees, Delawares and Creeks to massa so that by 11 o’clock all was still.”
are undoubtedly drowned.—Ports. Gaz.
Stock of the Portland Exchange, and the
relative to this affair.—JV*. Y. Gaz.
cre them.
company have voted to commence operation«
The Treasurer states, that the receipts of
Counterfeit $5 bills of the Grand Bank, forthwith.
It was quite sickly at Fort Gibson. The
We consider it settled now that
The total amount of capital employed in hospital was full, and the thermometer rang the Boston and Worcester Rail-road, during Marblehead, are said to be in circulation.
the enterprize is to be accomplished, and in
the
month
of
July,
were
$16,204
58.
8
the several manufacturing establishments at ed at from 66 to 107.
a style creditable to our city.—Portland Cour.
Lowell, Mass, is $6,650,000.
Arthur Tappan.—A meeting of the mer
We learn from North Carolina, that Mr. chants of South Carolina has been called at
Stingless Bees.—Two hives of stingless
Washington Monument Society.—Ex-Presi
John Burns murdered his wife at New bees, imported for Gov. McDuffie, arrived at Pettigrew, the whig candidate, has been elect Charleston, to unite in a determination not to
York on Monday last, in a fit of jealousy and this place 27th ult. in the schooner Caroline ed to Congress in the district hitherto repre purchase any more goods of Arthur Tappan, dent Madison has been elected to fill the va
cancy in the Presidency of this association,
intoxication. He killed her with an axe.
Brutus, from Campeachy.—Charleston Merc. sented by Dr. Hall, who was the Administra who has heretofore supplied the South Caro occasioned by the death ot Chief Justice
tion candidate.
lina merchants with silks.
Marshall.
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Public Meeting.—Delegates fi-onT thé [From the Boston Daily AdvéHÌser of 12th inst.] bout to burn it ; three other houses have $e©n
towns of Westbrook, Gorham, Buxton, Hollis; Baltimore.—It appears that the resolutions destroyed.” The letter ends by saying, “ God
probate notices
Waterborough, Alfred, Sanford, Great Falls, Pas^edat a meeting of the citizens of Baltimore, only knows where this may end.”
SATLRiYAY, AUGUST 15, 1833
1 at the time
• Ml
ta
at . m 1, . Tn
it
i->i
, on * nday last, in relation to the recent disturThe following is from very respectable author
Dover, NeW-Market, Exeter, Haverhill and ; bances in that city, were not attended with the
I8’ W^aveSî'il.,
a
af Probate held at Kennebiihk, toithiii
Whig County Convention Andover met in Alfred, agreeably with previ-1 effect anticipated. On the evéning of that day, ity, and may be relied on.
andfortfe County of York, on the first Mon
l“ announce to our pH
“ The mob proceeded to the jail, and deman
The Whigs Of York County are request
day of August, in the year of our Lord eighriotice, on Moriday last.
Ths! a
larger number of people were collected ded the prisoners, 40 or 50 in ndmbei, (those who
ed
to meetnat the
on OUS public
r
J
! than, on
theontwo
ones. ones.
The Mayor,
aid- aid had been apprehended for their participation in
tit
ami Court
. /• /, House, ini Alfred,
man
tneformer
two iormer
1 he Mayor,
WAI
the HonHT/inrirtti ilio
O/íífc
i
■
Monday
the ¿¿th
of August __
next, at. ■ eleven
meeting was called to order by Judge Durrell,| ed by
the
Sheriff
of
the
county
and
a
large
bod
hVtch
gC °f S,aU C°Urt; .
-j
u. tatgc uudy the previous riots,) who were given up without SFTH
oclock in the forenoon, for the purpose of of Dover-Gen. Irish of Gorham was chosen 'i of the police, were on the spot, arid' were assail- the le^st resistance.
uni HA1LH, named exbeiitor m d
officers?* Can“
Snd C0U"‘y I Chain™« arid N.D. Appleton, Esq. of Alfred ; ed with brick batsand paving stones, by which
certain instrument purporting to fie the
.Verbal information from Baltimore, represents
’ ; several of those who accompanied him were se- affairs as much worse than is set forth By the ex last will and testarhent of Elisha Hatch, late
Secretary. A committee, appointed for thé j verely bruised. Nearly all the glass in front of tracts from newspapers and letters which we of Well§; hl said couilty, yeoman, deceased,
Per order of the County Committee.
July 28, 1835.
purpose, reported several resolutions which Mr. Johnson’s house was broken. The assem give, and the number of deaths on Saturday nio-ht having presented the same for probate:
J “
blage was repeatedly addressed by the Mayor, is Stated at nearly thirty.
ORDERED—That the said exeefitbr give
were unanimously adopted
One of these and by Gen. Walter Jones of Washington ; and
Rail-Road Meetings-.—We were uiiable to
notice to all persons interested, by caus
declares it expedient to establish a rail-road at ten o’clock they retired, avówirig their deter
Thé present term bi-study in Union Acad
ing a copy of this order to be published
attend the Rail-road meeting which was held
’ks for
n -, »
from Portland to meet that from Boston tri mination to meet on the following evening, and emy will close on the 25th of August. Ex three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
to
destroy
the
house
of
Mr
.
Johnson.
New Baver i1’*
in this village on Monday evening last-. We
amination
to
commence
at
9
o
’
clock
A.
M.
Lowell, passing through Westbrook, Gorham)
The Baltimore Correspondent of the Atlas, Vacation will be two weeks. Next term to Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
understand, however, that such measures
may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Buxton, Hollis, Waterborodgh, Sanford) writing at midnight, gives the Following account
is the total 0Se(i’ I
Fhi'eo hundred
«A
weie taken, for ascertaining the sentiments Nonh Berwiok, Berwick, Great Falls, Doreri “ÄTÄÄÄ M±dX7, commence the ninth day of September, and at Alfred, in said county, on the first.MonAt about 7 o’clock to-night, the Mayor placed continue 12 weeks.
~ePte.mber next, at tfeh of the
of the citizens of the several towns through
New Market and Exeter, to meet the Ando citizens with clubs, ttffried for the occasion, at
Carleton P^rkeR; Principal.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause’,5 if any
which the contemplated Rail-road from
Kennebunk,
August
8,1835;
the
entrance
of
every
avehue
to
Monument
they
have,
Why the s^id instrument should
""ll. Hanford Ra/ft'l
Portsmouth to Portland, on the sea-board ver and Wilmington Rail-road at Haverhill, Square. As night came on, the multitude began
riot be proved, approved and allowed as the
Mass. A committee of five was appointed to to assemble and grow more dense. The mob
J,ÎOad->»^
route, would pass, on the subject, and also to
last will and testament of the sdid deceased.
HYMENEAL.
make a preliminary examination of the made attempts to get at Johnson’s house. They
Attest, WM. Cutter Al£en, Register.
make some enquiries as to the best route,
were
repulsed
by
the
citizens
before
alluded
to,
MARRIED—In Salem, Mr. Gideon Tudkef,
ground, &C;—a committee of correspondence,
A true copy—Attest,
&
probable 'cost of construction, &c. &c., as
and by some twenty or thirty mounted men. jr. to Miss Eunice Randall; bf Saco.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
consisting of nine persons; and a committee of Stones, missiles, and pistols were fired, and voi
Were conceived to be necessary.
Aug. 8.
°
™tíe^n,a.riVate9»»««l.
three; ohe from each of the States of Maine, ces and shouts raised. A number of men were
OBITUARY.
. We have before expressed the opinion that
CrMe Uddlt KmMmk, viith^
Severely
wounded,
among
tobom
is
a
son
of
Dr.
New Hampshire and Massachusetts, to report i
Baker, who was knocked frorri his horse, and as
the sea-board route from the New Hamp
DIED—In York, on«Wednesday morning last,
.V and for the County of York, on thi first
at an adjourned meeting the probable expense [ he fell his pistol went off and took effect in his Charles Judson, only child of Samuel Adams,
Monday m August, in the year of our Lord
shire line to Portland was far preferable to
He is said to be dangerously Esij ,aged 12 months.
of the proposed rail-road, with an estimate of own person.
eighteeh hundred and thirty-five, by the
that proposed through the interior towns.—It
In Saco, 5th inst. Abram Welch, only son of
the income, probable profits and such other wounded. At about 10 o’clock the mob, or a
Honourable WILLIAM A; HAYES,fudge
portion of it, rushed up Charles street, shouting Mr. Jonathan Welch, of Acton, aged 18 years.
is preferable, we believe, 1st, because the dis
of said CouH
°
information as they may deem proper, were to Glenn’s !’ * to Glenn’s !’ ‘ to John Glenn’s.”
In Portsmouth, 5lh inst. a child of Capt. Johh JEREMIAH S; PUTNAM; executor of the
tance is less ; 2d, because a more favorable, also appointed. The meeting was addressed
Davis,
aged
3
months.
They soon commenced an attack upon his
last will of Phiheas McIntire, late of
route can be selected, requiring less expense witlwnuch ability by several gentlemen—it house, quickly broke all the glass in front, and
At Matanzas, 23d June, Mr. Nathaniel Good
commenced
breaking in the front door, which win, of South Berwick, seaman, belonging to York, m said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
for embankments and excavations y 3d, be
«P»rt,prewnW|)
was well attended and all present appeared was strongly barricaded. Abuui a dozen men J sch; Ellen, aged 31 years.
ing piesented his first account of administra«
» former meetin«
cause the cost of transportation of materials, to be animated with the ‘ go ahead’ spirit. wéfe beating at the door with large stories, aies,
In Saco,-4th inst. Mrs. RebeccS, wife of Mi. tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
formation of a sí’ñ.l/,*’
fyc., would be less ; 4th, because the travel j
and what not, for a full half hour before it gave Joel Milliken, aged 48 years.
ance : and also his private accbunt against
The meeting was adjourned to the last Tues way, while thousands were looking on, but none
In Limington, 29th ult. Mrs. Hannah, wife of the estate of said deceased for allowance :
l»-Hampshire,
'uct‘<>»ofa roadÄ
from
would be at least double ; 5th) because the aday in September next, to meet at Dover, at to molest the mob. They finally got into the Maj. James Small, and daughter of Rev. John
ORDERED—That the said executor
mount Of transportation would be greater, i 10 A. M.
house, and now commenced the work df des Seavey, aged 29 years.
was then organized, co ¿
give notice to all persons interested, by
truction anew. The window-sashes were smash
This last remark, perhaps, may be doubted,— ,
'from Lynn, Salem, Bev"
causing a copy of this order td be pub
(jJ^We learn from the “ Great Falls Jour ed out from trip to bottorp—then came out from
Xn C |ri e,7burJ'P«n, I
SHIP NEWS.
lished three weeks successively, in the Ken
but we think all stich doubts will be dissipa
the first, second and third stories, chairs, tables,
POen U. Phillips, as
nebunk Gazette; priiited at Kennebunk, in
ted Whert it is considered that there are sev nal” of Saturday last, that the publication of sideboards, pianos, mirrors, beds, clothes, every
KENNEBUNK,
AUGUST
Í5,
1835.
,'dcarxjose|íh Fa|í
said county, that they may appear at a Pro
kind of linens, carpets, and in fine evefv kind of
3lfJ Col. Adams and W. R ¡ eral large rind flourishing villages on the the “ South Berwick Republican” has been rich and costly furnittire which can be imagined
bate Court to be held at Alfred, in said coun
MEMORANDA.
—the value of Which cannot be less than six or
?s. It was resolved fei«2 route, which at all seasons of the year would discontinued.
ty, oil the first Monday in September next, at
Adv. at New-Orleahs, 21st ult. brig Mexico.
eight thousand dollars. The beds of feathers
je formed for the esfelife require no inconsiderable amount of trans
At Havana, 29th ult. brig Horace, Poss, of this ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
The Market-house of Messrs. Clark & Fox, and down were ripped ripen in the streets, and port, loading for Europe.
cause, if any they have, why the said ac
eady mentioaed, and fe^ portation, and more especially during the win
Cid. at New Ybrk, 6th inst. Verriori, Merrill, counts should not be allowed.
L a considerable amount, ter months, when Saco Harbor is closed with in Great Falls village, was entered on the the ground was covered, and now is, ancle deep
with their contents. Even the iron railing round New Orleans.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
en on the spot.
ice, and the coasters from this pOrtand Wells night of the 6th inst;, a desk broken open and the marble door steps, and the steps themselves,
Ar. at Providence, 9th, sch. Geo. Washington,
A true copy,—Attest,
$200 in bank bills taken therefrom.* One are all but up. And while I am yet writing, Bassett, Saco.
.
«
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
= «»zeiie ofju|j25slat(,i make only occasional trips; nearly the whole Moody Morse, recently from Nashua, is sup the sounds of the axes and stones of those who
At Port-au-Prince, 11th. brig Packet, Blaisdell, _ Aug. 8.
*
transportation
would
be
effected
on
the
road.
are
editing
up
the
entire
inside
of
Mb.
Glenn
’
s
for
Boston.
the Royal Engineers,
posed to be the robber. $50 is offered for his house, fall upon my ear like the wedging of a
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
fcerinebunk,
fiiithifi,
d,a-v «Jternoon, from Mont(a In Saco, Factories are already in operation
Seen tn lat. 32 20; Ion. 77%, a brig, supposed to
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
ship just before she is to be launched from the be the Perseverance, Burnham, for Portsmouth.
•dered to Quebec by the Co» and preparations are making for the erection apprehension.
day m August, in the year of our Lord eigh
stocks.—There go five or six guns ih succession !
5th inst. off Wood Island, sch. Delaware, Wal
ief, in compliance with the J
teen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. WM;
of more—in this town, a Factory is soon to
V
ermont.—The Whigs of this state have A man comes into the room arid says several ker, Philadelphia, for Saco.
committee of the citizens
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
men have been killed and more wounded 1 And
go
into
operation,
and
it
is
reasonable
to
pre

nominated
Col.
Charles
Paine
of
Northfield,
•mote the construction, ofi
"OETSEY HATCH, executrix ofthelasf
yet almost every body looks on, if not with ap
nne.
sume that our valuable water power, will, be- as a candidate for Goverhbh They have a- probation, certainly without any great manifesta
EliS NOTICE. ■
JL* will of Bartholomew Hatch, late of Wells
fore the lapse of many years, be further im dopted the anti-masonib hoifiinations for Lt. tions of regret !
01 ICE is hereby given, that the subscri- ...
in said vuuuij,
county, jvuuiau,
yeoman^ aeceaseci;
deceased; having
Several of the mob have been taken by the
bef has been duly appointed Executor presented her first account of administraI Mw-Haven Rail Road.-^ proved by the erection of other manufactur- Governor^ Counsellors and Treasurer. The
xiriu
___ __________ ’____
city authorities and carried to the Watch-house.
’oks to the stock in the Harth îng establishments of some kind—the trans-| Election takes place on the first Tuesday of The rnob will proceed there and release them. of the Will of Ebenezer Shackley, late of: tion of the estate bf said deceased for allowKennebunk, in the county of York, gentle- j ance :: and ai
OU ner
pennon
_
also
her
petition lor
for an
an allowam
allowance
m Rail Rotfd were opened» nnrtatinn nFtho rut»/ »mM.-i.J »o
They are omnipotent now.
__ ..._____ .r.
portadon of the raw material to, and of goods next
month.
man , deceased, ahd has taken upon himself out of the personal estate of said deceased i
this city, New-Haven andl
that trust by giving bonds as the law directs.
ORDERED
ORDERED—
—That
That the
the said
said executd#
executrix
ay JasL The amount subsu from these establishments would amount to
Alfred Redington, of Atigusta, has been ap The following accounts are later than the pre All persons having demands against said es- give notice to all persons interested, by causcaiison Friday and Saturday ui ho trifling sum annually. The expenses of
ceding.
tate are requested to exhibit the same ; and ing a copy of this order to be published three
\iew-Haven, on Friday, oi the road, after its completion, would certainly pointed Aid-de-Camp to Gov. Dunlap; inI
From the Philadelphia Inquirer of Monday.
---- '
successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Dreadful Riot and loss Of Litiles in Baltimore. all persons indebted to said estate are called weeks
subscribed. We have itn be no greater, if so much) on the sea-board as place of Lt. Cbl. Farrar, resigned.
Upon to make payment
zette,
printed
at Kennebunk, in said county,
—
We
learn
from
a
passenger
in
the
steamboat
Unsubscribed in New-Yot
*J
EDWARD E. BOURNE.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
The annual commencement exercises took yesterday afternoon from Baltimore, that a riot
i uve hours, after the bod on the interior route. We believe that care
Kehnebimk, August 3,1835.
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
I that city, the aniount M ful surveys and judicious estimates will prove place at Dartmouth College on the 29th dit. of a most disgraceful character occurred in that
■ city on Saturday night. Several thousand per
Monday in September next, at ten Of the clobfc
te books are to remain opt
above positions to be correct.
sons assembled before the houses of two gentlein the forenoon, arid shew cause, if any they
—Conneciicui Courant.
De
Soto,
one
of
the
Spanish
pirates,
has
! men connected with the Bank of Nlaryland,
The distance from Portsmouth to Portland,
OULD give notice to all those with have, Why the said account should not be aU
byJ the President. He is de- which sometime since failed, and after breaking
as
tio now
IJVW travelled;
uuveiieu; is short
snore of
01 50
Ou miles—it
It is
IS been »pardoned
.......
whom he has unsettled accounts, lowed, and Said allbwarice niade.
the
windows
proceeded
to
take
out
the
furniture,
>y to announce to our reafe believed a good route might be selected tained at Present on a civil process.
(personally) that be is expecting in a very few Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register
which
was
piled
up
in
the
ihiddle
of
th»
street
iithority,. that the stock ofife
A true copy—Attest,
days to leave this place, to remove to a dis
and burnt.
reen this city and West St4 somewhat shorter than the road now travel
The “ Mar Stock,” it appears, is looking up
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tant
part
of the State, and is particularly de
The
civil
authorities
being
unable
to
arrest
ally subscribed, that the Cou; led, making the distance say 45 miles. Judg in the world about these days. The Great
Aug. 8.
the progress of the rioters, the Volunteers were sirous to adjust all his accounts himself, be
ized, an Engineer appointei
ing from the estimates wbjch we have seen ofi Falls Jourhal of Saturday says-—“ A lively called out, and during the conflict that ensued fore leaving, as it will be much more pleas At a Court ofProbate held at Kennebunk, with
)rk will be commenced will
in andfot the County bf York, on the first
the cost of similar works on other routes, we ' traffic has been carried on all the past week seven persons were killed, and eighteen wound ant, than to leave them to others.
any Daily A.
in this village ; indeed, it seemed to be the all ed. The Baltimore papers due this evening will
All who are indebted to him, are requested
Monday in April, m the year of our Lord
should suppose the cost of constructing a road engrossing topic among every class of the no doubt furnish authehtic particulars of this
to make immediate payment, and all who
eighteen hundred dnd thirty-five, by the Hon
st Monday We took a rides fr°in lfie New Hampshire line to Portland, community, and the dull, every day business; disreputable affair.
have demands against him are desired to
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
dgecomb, which Was purcl» ready for operation, say graded fora double eastern lands, and even the Rail Road, were
present them without delay.
From the Philadelphia Exchange Books.
Dreadful Riot at Baltimore,—We regret to
s since, by an enterprising!«, track, and finished with a single one, Would ' thrown into the back ground altogether, in
Kennebunk, August 13, 1835.
RATHAN D. APPLETON and ABIEL
the general scramble to snatch a vulgar frac learn that a serious riot took place in Baltimore
) purpose of operation. Set,
-L^
HALL, guardians of Wm. P., Marynot
exceed
$675.000
—
averaging
$15,000
a
tion from the titled estate and princely forttine on Saturday night and Sunday morning. The
ire now employed in getiini
Ann, and Sarah-Jane Griffin, minors, and
mob attacked the houses of Reverdy Johnson,
of the Mars.”
h will soon be thrown iirtoll mile.
Esq. and John Glenn, Esq. formerly directors of* F]pHE members of the York County Mecfi- children of Charles Griffin, late of Alfred, iri
r to test the qualities of lli
Would the resources of thé road be such
cal Society, are hereby notified that said county, blacksmith, deceased, having pre
the Bank of Maryland, and caused great des
Southern
and
Western
Elections.
—
In
Ken

quarry, however, is not m as to render it good property ? We think so.
the annual meeting of this Society, will be sented their second account of guardianship
truction in the house of the latter.
tucky,
August
3,3
days.
In
Indiana,
Missou

; much durable and Fiahdsoii! Much light might be thrown on this question,
The citizens flew to arms; and rumbur says held at Alfred, on Tuesday the 18th of Au of their said wards for allowance :
ri, and Alabama, August 3d. In Tennessee, that eighteen lives were lost—a great many gust instant, commencing at 10 o’clock, A. M.
i taken from it, and'may In
ORDERED—That the said guardians give
Hidings in this vicinity, hi if some gentlemen would furnish answers, August 6.—Members of Congress are to be more were severely wohnded ; among the latter precisely, at the house of Israel Chadbourn. notice to all persons interested, by causing d.
iventy or thirty rods from fc prepared with as much care and accuracy as elected in all the above states; viz: Kentucky, were Mr. Findlay, Mr. Cheves and Mr. Adams.
copy of this order to be published three
J. S. FARNUM, Secretary.
13; Indiana, 7 ; Missouri, 2; Alabama, 5; Our information is derived from gentlemen who
Alfred; Aug. 3, 1835.’
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
, where vessels of any deswif practicable, to the following queries î-^Tennessee
,
13
;
Total,
forty
members.
Gov

Wëre
witnesses
to
this
terrific
scene
of
riot
and
ip to load, and a wharf is w
What has been the average number of pas ernors to be elected in Alabama and Tennes bloodshed. As they left early in thë morning,
"vegetable ML1MCINES5
' zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said’courity.’
that they may appear at a Probate Court td
t purpose.
.
sengers in the stages which run bétweën see. Members of Congress are also to be we are not able to state minute particulars. The PREPARED by Dr. Elias Smith, held at Alfred, in Sard county, on the firsi
cquainted with the qualities«
excitement,
it
appears,
grëw
out
of
the
late
busi

elected the present month in North Carolina
Boston. The following are among Monday in ■September next, at ten of. thd
jssary for good granite, am Portland and Portsmouth, during the last and Rhode Island, (in the latter state on the ness of the Bank of Maryland.
the many preparations kept constantly for clock in the forenoon, and shew cause; if any
it capable of judging whethi three years, and the annual receipts from 25th;)
From the N. Y. Journal of Commerce of Mon
to any now ib the markelj, them ?
sale by JOHN LILLIE, Druggist, Kenne they have, why the said account should nbi
day evening.
be' allowed.
ever, is of a very brilliant, datii
Further particulars—We have conversed bunk, viz:
What has been the average number of pasH. Hastings Weld, one Of the Editors of
Attest, Wm. Cutter All6n, Register.
rly in its rough state, and At,
with a gentleman rôho was in the midst of the
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
A true copy—Attest,
a desideratum we u-nderstaii Sengefs in the stages which run between the New England Galaxy, proposes to publish scenes of violence, and has just arrived in the
Excellent
for
pain
in
the
stomach
and
Wm. CutteiS Allen, Register
y all granite. We saw sever-' Portland and Dover, through Alfred, &c. in a volume, a selection from his miscellane boat from Philadelphia. He says that the per
Aug. 8.
ous writings, embracing such Tales, Sketches, sons killed were not chiefly of the mob, and that bowels, and Rheumatic Complaints.
?ets of stone taken off by th during the last three years, the annual re
&c. as he deems most worthy of collection, the number was but seven, though forty or more
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
it splits remarkably well,if ceipts from them, and how large a portion of
revision, and republication; Price $1. Sub were wounded.
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
dmost entirely free from aij, them would probably take the Rail-road ?
scriptions received at this office.
The horse guards were called out early, but and Bowels, CostivenCss, Strangutify and
House, Store, Granite, &c.
;e.—Wiscasset Intelligencer.
when they camé upon the ground, were driven Piles.
What has been the average number of
FJ1HE stand formerly owned by CapL
off
by
the
mob.
The
military
fired
repeatedly
A letter from Matarizas of the 21st ult.
JJohn Perkins, at Cape Porpoise,'
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
■■Specimens of Soap Stoor passengers in the steamboats, running from states that an insurrection of the negroes had tor an hour and a half, but it does not seem with
which is a good situation fora trader or perBoston
to
Portland;
during
the
last
three
any
great
effect.
Our
informant
saw
one
surgeon
Useful
for
cold
and
foul
stomach,
violent
I in Turner, Oxford Countji
taken place on a small plantation, about forty
| son engaged in the fisheries, is now offered
tbout a half a mile fromlil years, the annual receipts from them, and miles from that city.—There were twenty ne who had extracted a handful of buck shot from colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve from
for sale bn very favorable ferm’s.
varipus
individuals.
associated with mica, star how large a portion would probably take the groes on the plantation, who murdered all
threatened fevers.
There is about twelve acres bf land bti
The work of destruction was pursued on the
je specimens found are well Rai I-road ?
the whites, and then proceeded to a neighbor buildings until 5 o’clock, A. M. when most of
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
which there are Ledges of Granite in great
ap stone and talc. Theirf
ing village, where, aftpr committing fur the rioters withdrew, but only to renew the war
Fdr Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness abundance. The Granite has not been par
What has beeti the average number of pasrable for finding quantim
ther depredations and killing some of the at the return of evening. The persons to be at
ticularly examined in reference to bualitV
would be advisable to make!I sengers in the packets running between the inhabitants, they were finally overcome and tacked were all designated in anonymous letters. in the stomach, head-ache, &c.
but is presumed to be equal to that on the'
CATHOLICON;
trough search of the placer ports of Portland, Saco, Kennebunk, Wells, made prisoners.—On the arrival of this news One or two houses were entirely destroyed ex
bther side of the harbor, which has recently
Excellent
for
consumptive
Complaints,
aluable minerals are /W York and Boston, the annual receipts from at Matanzas, an armed force was immediate cept the walls.
been sold at a large price.
It was feared that the military force, assisted coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and
^—Winthrop Farmer.
, them, and }]ow Ja^e &portion of
ly despatched to take charge of the prisoners,
There is on the premises a coriteriient (T )'
and to suppress any further attempts at in- by the citizens generally, would be unable to pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul tv^o-story dwelling-hbtise, which has beeri
control the violence of the populace on Sunday monary Complaints generally.
More Lime stone has been' probably take the Rail-road ?
s direction.
lately repaired, also a barn; store, fch-house
night, and an express had been despatched to
What has been the average amount of
, Vernon, in the south west
and wharf, and flakes for making fish.
PEACH CORDIAL.
the President of the U. States for help. The
mens have been left at our goods, in tons, transported from Boston to
P®rsor\<lesiroui of eritering into a’ prefc
Useful to increase and regulate the appe •
The Salmon Frills Manufacturing Compa city was in a state of awful anxiety.
farm of S. W. Taylor, Esq.
York, Wells; Kennebunk, Saco and Portland ny, have advertised for sale their Water Priv
tite, help the digestion, remove pain in the itable speculation will please make immedi
d time to test its properties
ate application for further particulars to
The New York Journal of Commerce and stomach or bowels.
from appearances we thins during fhe last three years, what is the ave ilege, with all theif Factory Buildings, Dwel Mercantile Advertiser of yesterday morning,
_
MILLER & HALL.
ling Houses, and other property, not destroy
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
prove to be a valuable depos- rage cost of transportation per ton, and how
Kennebunk, Aug. 13,1835.
were received last evening soon after 10 o’clock,
ed by the fire last year.
A
certain
cure
for
humors,
Corns,
stiff
by the steamer Lexington and Providence Rail
large a proportion of these would probably be
Road. The only additional information in these joints,^ shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
Couiiiiissioiiers’ Notice.
transported on the road ?
‘ Going Ahead'—Specidation.—J. J. Pen papers is that the house of Mr. M’Elderry, a- rheumatic complaints, swelling th the throaty
E, the subscribers, having been appoint
dexter,
Èsq.
of
Durham,
has
sold
a
quarry
of
nother director of the Bank of Maryland, was chilblains, chapped bands, weakness and
We wish some gentlemen in each of the
ed by the Hop. William A. Hayes,'
is now laying. TbnW
granite in one Corner of his field, for the found marked for attack on Sunday night.
Judge of Probate of Wills, &c., within and
arried up some years sg several towns named in the foregoing enqui
pain
in
the
back,
sores,
ringworms,
cuts
and
We learn from a gentleman who left Balti
sum of four thousand dollars ! What the
for the County of York, to receive ahd exam
been laid this season, mere ries would furnish us with the information yankee» will speculate on next we cannot more early on Monday morning, that the exces burns.
ine the claims of creditors to the estate of
> 2 feet 3 inches each, conses
of
the
mob
had
been
carried
to
a
very
great
OLIVE OINTMENT.
tell.—A*. H. Gaz.
BARTHOLOMEW HATCH,
onument will be fifty-* ree. requested; accompanied with stich calcula
extent, that three other houses had been attack
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, dCeete-tions and remarks as it might be deemed
ed, those of Messrs. Morris and M’Elderry,
iigh,- with the comple ion
The
Kefrnebec
Journal,
in
reply
to
the
in

and before th« « « ' advisable to communicate. Perfect accuracy
ed, represenled insolvent, do hereby give no
(which were demolished) and that of the Mayor, testify.
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
tice, that six months are allowed to said cred
obably be about 75 feet high« is not to be expected—but' the publication of quiry, whether the Jackson party Will nbt, for Mr. Hunt, whose furniture had been taken into
decency’s sake, drop Johnson, and take up the street, and a bonfire made of it without des
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid itors io bring in and prove their claims, arid
¡^Nearly eighty li» such facts as are obtainable, in reference to Rives fot Vice President, says, “ Every real troying his house, that the civil authorities had neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female that we shall attend that service, at the dwel
ling house of Moses Clark, Esq. in said Welk'e been subscribed to b these enquiries, would at this time be highly collar man would vote for Johnson, if he kept been completely put down, the Mayor having complaints in general.
a seraglio of 500 Hottentot women, and they forbidden the military to fire upon the mob. The
on the second Saturday of August inst., ahd
rtland Exchange, and
interesting«
COUGH POWDERS.
knew he would take them all to Washington property of Mr. Johnson was destroyed, said to
on the second Saturdays of the five following
ted to commence opeiat o
be worth $10,000.
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in months, from' two to fbiir o’clock, P. M.
with him.”—Salem Register.
Consider it settled
*
the
throat.
Lincoln County.—A whig County Con
MOSES CLARK,
From thé Philadelphia Sentinel.
to be accompbsh'td,,
The Lowell Times says, the wife of a
CATHARTIC DROPS.
JOSEPH EATON.
.oourciti.-PorUand» i' vention, held at Wiscasset, on the 8th inst. young man in Maine has presented him with
From Baltimore—More Riot and, Destruction
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,
Wells, August 3,1835.
1 nominated William King of Bath, for Govfive children in 11 months ; two at one time, — The convicts set at liberty.—The following stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and
are extracts of letters received at the Exchange,
?ernor—David C. Magoun of Bath, Lucius and three at another.
POWDER.
numat
dated at half past five o’clock Monday morning, a certain cure for costiveness.
f
releoKb-“& 1 Barnard of Aina,-------— Robinson of Newfrom
persons
whose
statements
may
be
relied
"J
K
J
PGS warranted Gun Powder?
Orders for any of the above Medi
Eight cases of Cholera have occurred at on with perfect confidence.
isib'W
for sale by the subscriber.
: castle; and Edward Robinson of Thomaston
ol Chief
cines
will
be
attended
to
faithfully.
Buffalo, N. Y. this season, four of which have
“ The Mayor’s house has been attacked, and
BARNABAS PALMER?
< for State Senators.
proved fatal.
Kennebunk, August 11, 1835«
completely gutted of furniture—the mob are a- '
August 5,1835.
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MEDICAL NOTICEr
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W

VS
Keep going—If efforts were ever’ necessaryTo
they
rv tn sfo^the
«ton the use
use of
of distilled
distilled liquors,
lique
are now necessary, to £top the use of fer
Front a London paper.
mented liquors ; and we call upon all who
hymn to the creator.
“ have a name to live and are not dead,”
BY LORD CHANCELLOR BROUGHAM.
to awake to this subject.—-What better is it,
“ There is a God,” all nature cries j
to go to an ale house and “ order ale or
A thousand tongues proclaim
beer,” than to “ call for ardent spirit ?”
His Arm almighty, Mind all wise,
What better is a man who comnjences beer
And bid each voice in chorus rise
drinking, than one who commences rum
To magnify his name.
drinking—both using the “ creature” in
Thy name, great Nature’s Sire Divine,
“ moderation
What better is a cub than
Assiduous, we adore :
.
a bear—if nourished and permitted to grow ?
Rejecting godheads at whose shrine
What better is a brewery drunkard than
Benighted nations blood and wine
In vain libations pour.
one caused by a distillery ? If we were
compelled to associate with one or the oth
Yon countless worlds in boundless space
er of these characters, we most assuredly
Myriads of miles each hour
Their mighty orbs as curious trace,
would choose the drinker of“ pure ” rum.—
As the blue circle studs the face
Though they are both loathsome as sin per
Of that enamell’d flower.
sonified, the breath of a beer-drinker is al
But Thou, too, mad’st that floweret gay
most beyond comparison more noxious—we
To glitter in the dawn ;
we might say foetid—poisoning the atmos
The Hand that fired the lamp of day,
phere, and making “ e’en temperance reel.”
The biasing comet launched away,
The very thought of a drinker of malt li
Painted the velvet lawn.
quor, produces involuntary nausea ! And
“ As falls a sparrow to the ground,
yet it is recommended, by editors who are
Obedient to Thy will
By the same law those globes wheel round, great friends of temperance, as an article
Each drawing each, yet all still found
calculated to put an end to intemperance 1
In one eternal system bound
This is quite too bad.
Ona order to fulfil.
I

POETRY.

Br. Reifel
^BOTANICAL DROPS I
VEGETABLE HAIR OIL. IS one of the most efficacious compounds

WARD’S

L<SST003N

in the Materia Medica, for the cure of
N all ages of the world a beautiful head of
that class of inveterate diseases produced by
hair has been considered the greatest or
nament ever bestowed by nature upon thean impure state of the blood, and a vitiated
human frame, and indispensably necessary to habit of the body, and usually exhibiting
the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very themselves in the forms of Scrofula, Salt
general coinplaint of young persons,.that their Rheum, Leprosy, St. Anthony’s Fire, Fever
hair is falling off or becoming dry and un Sores, (even when the bones are affected,)
healthy ; this may be owing to the applica White Swellings, (if applied with Dr. Jebb’s
tion of improper and injurious oils, or to the
Liniment,) Foul and obstinate Ulcers, Sore
entire neglect of the hair. Without proper
HE only specific ever offered to thg
attention, diseases of the hair will arise, which Legs and Eyes, Scaldhead in Children,
are often found to occasion thinness, fall Scurvy and Scorbutic Gout, Pimpled or
public from which a permanent and
ing oft', and frequently total baldness. For Carbuncled Faces, Festering Eruptions, radical cure may be obtained of that disa
these evils and the necessary inconveniences and Venereal Taints throughout the body, greeable pain the Tooth-ache, with all its
attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil in which last case the drops often cure when attendant evils ; such as fracturing the Jaw
will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be Mercury fails.
They are also the best
fore offering this Oil to the public it had been Spring and Autumnal physics to purify in extracting the Teeth, which often proves
more painful than the Tooth-ache itself, and
tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin
ness and falling off of the hair and in every and cleanse the system from humors which cold passing from the decayed Teeth to thtf
instance its salutary effects have been realized frequently appear at these seasons of the Jaw, thence to the head, producing a rheu
They also aid the process of diges matic affection, with many other unpleasto admiration. It has never failed to produce year.
a new and beautiful growth on heads already tion, and by purifying the blood, prevent the ant effects? such as a disagreeable breath?
bald, and to check that falling off which so secretion of malignant humors on the lungs* bad taste in the mouth, &c. ; all of which
often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry The Proprietor confidently relies upon the are produced from foul or decayed Teeth.
and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon vast number of surprising cures effected by
I am happy to have it in my power to of
render it healthy and produce a rapid and
these Drops, not only in Boston and its vi fer to the world a remedy that will not only
beautiful growth, without the least injury to
the most delicate head ; nor does any falling cinity, but throughout the union, for the best remove the pain nine times out of ten, if
off follow after using it. That loss of hair proof of their excellence as an unfailing Al properly applied, but preserve the teeth
which so often takes place after sickness may terative Medicine, in all the cases above from further decay? and arrest the diseasein
THE SEDUCER.
Is it a good excuse ?-*A woman who be easily prevented by using this celebrated specified.
such as are decaying and have not commen
Fair maiden”—'* stop, withdraw thine arm from his keeps a house of ill fame in N. Y. when ur Oil.
In short no Oil has ever been offered
This article has recently been pronounced ced aching, restoring them to health and
“ As from the serpent’s coil.”
to
the
public
that
gives
such
universal
satis

ged to break up the den of infamy, said she
by a physician of the first respectability, usefulness.
Oh, look not thus so smilingly upon him.
’Tis true, his form is built with beauty s manly grace ; could not, because she had no other means faction and stands the test of experience like who had witnessed its surprising efficacy,
His eyes with sweet expression beam, his lips
NEW-YORii 61TY, SEPT. 15, 1832.
of supporting an aged father, who was whol Ward’s Vegetable Hail OiL
as entitled, in his opinion, to take the lead of
Drop honied words, in winning accents soft;
For sale by
JOHN L1LLIE.
The undersigned, in his practice as a Den-^
In every gesture dignity and ease combine,
ly dependant upon her. Another one said,
all
the
popular
articles
known
for
the
above
Kennebunk, April 25,1835.
______ __
tai Surgeon, having extensively used, for
And all seems fair and lovely.
she had no other way to educate her two
complaints, and indeed it is fast gaining this
But, maiden stop and listen to a tale
the cure of the tooth-ache, Thomas White’s
children, who were at school in the country ;
point in public estimation, throughout the
Which is not fancy*s painting.
Vegetable Tooth-ache Drops? and with de
while a third urged that she had no other
country.
Far from this splendid City,
cided success, he can recommend them?
way of obtaining a living (or herself. These
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5.
\Price reduced to 25 cents.}
To that humble village, which gave birth to him
when genuine, as superior to any other rem
Of whose I now am warning thee to shun,
Which cures in less than one hou/s appli
are cases which have actually occurred,
edy notv before the public, and can say that
Come go with me and see a new made grave ;
cation. See directions.
and
no
fiction.
Are
their
reasons
good
?
Beneath this turf there lies a form which once was fair
these Drops receive the unqualified appro*
HE character of this celebrated Oint
as thine,
balion of the Medical faculty at large.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
The bloom of health was on her cheek ;
A Temperance Lecture.—The author of
Her eye was bright with peace and hope and joy ;
JONATHAN DOGE,
speedy
and
certain
cure
for
that
loathsome
For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Listless
three years in the Pacific, describes the fol
The widowed mother’s heart was comforted, in this,
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
No. 5, Chamber st.
lowing scene as occurring in South Ameri pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar ness, Headache, Cosliveness, Flatulence,
Her only child.
I see thee weep—I see thy bosom heave
M
essrs
.
C
rosby
&
Co. Gent.—After
ca. u Presently some glasses, wine, bran ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Cholic, Bilious Affections, cÿc.
E’er yet the half my tale is told
much
delay,
I
have
had
White’s Tooth
O
comment
on
the
efficacy
of
these
dy, &c. were placed upon the table, and
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
Yes, it was her on whom this vile ‘ ‘ seducer”
■ Pills, after a successful experience ol ache Drops tested which you had the good
Don Ambroise was invited to drink.
A- which are so eminently useful for removing
(The very wretch on whom I so late saw thee smile,)
many years in England and America has ness to give me when at your place. The
greed let us take a small glass. When pre all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Fixed his wanton eyes.
pared he looked at it, and said, holding the A fresh supply is just received, andforsaleby established their reputation, is neediest : delay has been, perhaps, in part for want
With soft and secret blandishments, he soon
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
Her young affections won : with long and studied art, glass between his eye and the light,“ well,
Suffice it to observe, that for redundancy of of confidence in patent medicines generally?
Which none but such can practice—with promises and
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Bile, Flatulence, Costiveness, Headache, and partly by having no occasion in my
gentlemen,
I
am
not
thirsty
;
I
have
a
good
oaths
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL. Portland,
Of constancy and love, he wound him round her art appetite ; my health is good ; I sleep well ; and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, &c. &c. they will undoubtedly prove far own family. I am happy in saying that I
less soul,
my wife does not complain ; and why shall Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P. more serviceable than those drastic purges have given it to 8 or 10 of my friends, and
And in an evil hour, bis hellish purpose gained.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
I take it ? / mill not ; and he put down the be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. too frequently employed, and will not only in every case it gave relief ; and I do not
For days and months he soothed her sighs and tears
With looking forward to the hour when he would all glass, and pushed it away without tasting.”
at the same time tend to remove the offend know of but one case which had a second
her wrongs repair,
ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen application, and that was one of a person
Religious Magazine.
COFFEE.
And she his wedded wife should be.
But ah too late she saw his cold and selfish heart
BAGS COFFEE, just received and for the digestive organs, but improve the appe over 70 years of age.
Was turned from her away.
Yours very Respectfully,
Sir Astly Cooper was one of the most em
tite and renovate the system.
sale by the subscriber. WM. LORD.
PARLEY GODDARD.
inent physicians and physiologists in Eng
* * He plucked the flower,
Price 50 cents.
July 4.
First rifled it of a II its fragrance,
Worcester, Jan. 8, 1834.
land. He said,‘ that he never suffered ar
Then cast it like some loathsome weeds away.
dent spirits in his house, thinking them to
She droop’d and died.”
DR. RELFE’S
I see thee shudder.
HE subscribers, having contracted with
be evil spirits,’ and added,‘ that if the poor
VEGETABLE
SPECIFIC,
I need not say to thee again, 0 withdraw thine arm
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
could witness the white livers, the dropsies,
from his—”
For Sick Headache, fyc. Price 50 cents.
port
the
Poor
of
said
town
the
present
year,
the shattered nervous systems, the insanity,
That virtuous glow that mantles on thy cheek ;
ANY articles are before the public’
That tear that trembles in thine eye,
which I have seen as the effects of drinking, hereby give notice that they have made the
necessary provisions for their support. They O^TO THOSE AFFLICTED WITH
Give sacred pledge ot firm decision in the cause
a§ a cure for that most obstinate
they would be satisfied that ardent spirits therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
Of“ purity and truth.”
and tormenting disease, the Rheumatism ;
and destructive poisons are synonymous?
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
QUID PRO QUO.
rpiIE celebrated ALBION CORN and from close observation we are led to
are determined to pay no bill for their sup
JL
PLASTER affords instant relief, believe, that they have, to a very great ex
A sprightly Lady, young and fair,
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
"Grounds of opposition io the Temper port.
With arms all nude and neck all bare,
and
at
the
same time dissolves and draws tent, failed to produce that desirable result i
FRANCIS
BOSTON.
ance Cause.—Love of money, love of rum,
At dinner near a Quaker sat ;
the Corn out by the roots, without the least and may it not be attributed to the fact, that
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
and fear of disapprobation. Manufacturers,
And feeling much disposed to joke,
articles said to cure this troublesome disor
In playful accents thus she spoke
traffickers and drinkers, may look at the
pain.
TAKE NOTICE.
“ See, Friend, I toast thy broad rim'd hat. two first—abstemious, tender-hearted people
Certificate.—“ To those afflicted with der, are also recommended to cure almost
HE subscriber, having contracted with Corns on their feet, I do certify, that I have every disease with which our frail bodies
the overseers of the poor of the town
The Quaker smil’d and said, “ Thou at the last. There is an awful and crush
used the Albion Corn Blaster, with com are attacked, and in their preparation that
ing responsibility here.
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
know’st
object is kept in view, viz : to have the
I ne’er use healths, nor give a toast,
ing to said town, for the term of one year from plete success. Before I had used one box,
medicine a cure for all diseases ?
it
completely
cured
a
Corn
which
had
Else from thy challenge I’d not shrink;
Youthful Li/e—Whenever I want to be date hereof, and having made provision for
The Vegetable Rheumatic Drops are of
Inclin’d to please so kind a lass,
this
exquisitely happy, I call to my recollection that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har- troubled me for many years. 1I make *?.:::
I cheerfully would take my glass,
fered to the public as a remedy for Rheuma
. “
rr^
..
. •
hnrincr
nr
snnnnrtinir
nnv
of
said
DaUDei
’S OB
boring
or
supporting
any
of
said
paupers
on
public
for
the
benefit
of
those
afflicted
with
the passionate emotions which throbbed in
And to thy absent 'kerchief drink.”
tism, and as no case is known where a per
his account.
JAMES HOBBS.
that painful complaint.
WM. SHAW.
the bosom when it counted about eighteen
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
ly«
fect cure was not effected, we are justified
Flushing,
L.
1.
Feb.
28.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
summer suns. The age of romance, fancy
in declaring it a valuable medicine lor that
Price 50 cents a box.
and imagination too often ceases at five and
What is like it ?—Can you count to me '
painful disease, and for no other is ft recons*
twenty, but there is no pleasure so exquisite
HE subscriber having contracted with
the woes of this desolating flood ? Can you
mended.—Price 50 cents.
D
r
.
RELFE
’
S
aromatic
pills
,
the town of Lyman, to support Mary
count to me the leaves of autumn ? Can as the first sensations which female loveli
CERTIFICATES.
FEKŒAZ
i
ES
!
ness excites in the bosom of a romantic
Cousens, for the year ensuing, hereby gives
you estimate to me the broken hearts—the
Messrs.
Crosbys
fy Co. :
HEY purify the blood, quicken its cir
youth. It approaches to the extacies of a notice, that he has made suitable provision
An apprentice of mine having
broken vows—its ruin and its plague ?—
higher existence.
The object of his for her, and forbids all persons harboring or
culation,
assist
the
suspended
opera

Can you not as well measure the sea, and
trusting her on his account, as he will pay no tions of nature, and are a general remedy been for many months so much afflicted
weigh me in a balance its sands ?—Whence thoughts seen afar off is sufficient to put him bill for her support.
with the Rheumatism in one of his knees,
for the prevailing complaints among the
come poverty and famine ; whence come lu in a flame. The very green-sward which
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
as to be unfit for labor ; and after trying on
female part of society. The pills are par
Lyman, June 30,1835.
nacy and madness; whence come family ru she treads acquires the character of holy
him many popular medicines,! applied your
ground. The house in which she resides
ticularly efficacious in the GreenSickness,
in and discord ; whence come the greatest,
Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which in a
palpitation of the heart, Giddiness, Short
But how
mightiest, most appalling evils of life—your kindles the flaaie of devotion.
short time effected a perfect cure: and it
HE subscriber having contracted with breath, Sinking of the Spirits, Dejection
robberies and murders, and fires, and ship soon all these fine feelings subside in the
the town of Kennebunk, to support the and disinclination to exercise and society. has now been more than six months, and
wrecks ; come they not from drink ? Why bosom of man I The flame of love, as it is
without any new attack of the disease, al*
poor
of said town for one year, hereby gives
is it that the mother shudders and trembles called, is only of a short duration in the notice that he has made suitable provision Married ladies will find the Pills equally though the boy has been frequently expo*
breast
of
the
male
sex.
It
glows
and
flames,
useful,
except
in
cases
of
pregnancy,
when
in her heart of hearts ! as on the night-wind,
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
and burns for a few short years on both forbids all persons harboring or trusting any they must not be taken ; neither must they sed to damps and rains.
she hears the whoop, and the halloo, of some
ROBERT CUTLER.
noisy, riotous and maddened sounds; and sides of twenty, and then sinks down forev of the Paupers of said town on my account, be taken by persons of hectic or consump
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
er.
The
heart
of
woman
is
different.
Love
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no tive habits. Price $1,50 cents a box.
fears that among the hapless company, she
I do hereby certify, that I was afflicted
shall distinguish the voice of her own boy. and affection are the absorbents of her bill for their support.
with the Chronic Rheumatism for about sev
JAMES WARREN.
whole
existence.
Man
has
a
hundred
oth

ALSO—THE CELEBRATED
The wife silently paces her solitary room,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS, en years, so that I was unable to attend to
and anon she looks at each passer-by ; then er objects.
Which
give immediate relief, without the my business one third of the time. In that
comes the stillness of midnight; and yet her
Cure
for
Stammering
—
The
London
Aleast
injury
to the teeth. On trial this will time I tried every thing I could hear of that
solitude is unbroken—by and by there
thenseum
gives
the
following
as
the
secret
of
be
found
one
of the best remedies known for was recommended to cure the complaint,
ROPOSALS will be received by the sub
comes the stumbling tread, the faltering fout
but found no relief, and in fact 1 had almost
scriber, until the first of September this complaint. Price 50 cents a box.
ot him, who once, with light and gallant Mr. Leigh’s cure for stammering, stating at
despaired of finding any. In the fall of 1832
next, for 1500 feet of Rocks, suitable to build
the
time,
that
it
has
been
purchased
and
step, carried joy and gladness to her heart.
(Jj^None are genuine unless signed on 1 was at Columbus, at which time I was not
an abutment for Kennebunk Bridge. Said
Now what is it ? does it give joy ; does it made known by the Belgian Government• Rocks to be landed on the west side of the the outside printed wrapper by the sole Pro able to get on to my horse without help. A
bring cheerfulness, and happiness, and do. “ The stammerer is to press the tip of his river, near the saw mill.
prietor, T. Kidder, immediate successor friend of mine advised me to purchase?
mestic bliss ? As well might you ask, if to( tongue as hard as he can against the upper
NATH’L JEFFERDS.
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale, bottle of Messrs. O.& S. Crosby & Co.’i
some condemned criminal, the foot-step of row of his teeth, is to draw a deep breath
Kennebunk, July 3,1835.
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which I did
the executioner sounded like music to his every six minutes, and is to keep perfect si
street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also and applied as directed, and found immedi*
ears. Happiness has forever deserted the lence for three days, during which this PAPER HANGINGS & BORDERS, by his special appointment, by
ate relief, and I am perfectly cured—as it
N excellent assortment, this day received
heart of that mother—of that wife ; aye, of pressing of the tongue, and the deep inspi
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
has now been more than six months and!
by
D.
REMICH.
that husband and child—all is ruin ; the rations are to continue without intermission.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Kennebunk, June 5,1835.
have never had a return of the pain—al*
During
the
night
small
rolls
of
linen
are
pla

heart strings of those wives and mothers
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
though in the winter of J 832—3, I pur*
CHIMNEY BOARD PAPERS,
have been so tortured, and mangled and ced under the tongue, in order to give it the
chased a drove of cattle and hogs, and drove
VARIETY of patterns. For sale by
required
direction,
even
during
the
sleep.
torn that they cannot be attuned to the
STRAY HORSE.
D. REMICH.
them across the Alleghany mountains to
When
the
three
days
have
expired,
the
pa

melody of happiness.
Christianity may
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber, Philadelphia market, and was exposed
June 20. ___________________________
tient
is
to
read
aloud
slowly
to
his
physi

on Wednesday morning last, a white
bring its solace—but it likewise brings its
through the tour to cold and rain. 1 can
Horse, apparently about 13 years old. The
wo ! Religion may soothe, but it may like cian for an hour.—During this exercise care YELLOW CORN for sale by
cheerfully recommend it to all who are af*
MILLER & HALL,
owner of said Horse is requested to prove
wise rend. Oh 1 who can estimate, who is to be taken that the stammerer is never
dieted with the Rheumatism.
in
want
of
breath,
and
must,
therefore,
be
July
16,1835.
property,
pay
charges
and
take
him
away.
can enumerate, who can fathom the depth
WM. COCHRAN.
JAMES STEVENS
of that misery, which on every hand, in made to stop frequently, and inspire deep
ORN for sale by
Kennebunk, July ^3,1835.
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
ly.
The
patient
is
to
be
admonished
to
every community, in almost every family of
WILLIAM LORD.
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
~ SIX MONTHS IN A CONVENT. ~ LILLIE, Kennebunk; Nathan Kendall,
this extensive country, is continually spread keep the tip of his tongue floating when he
July 3.
speaks, and never to allow it to sink into
ing itself ?
S. W.
------ i____
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 154,
ALLETS, a great variety, for sale by
the anterior cavity of the lower jaw.”
FURTHER supply of the above, just re
D. REMICH.
South Side, FaneuilHall; Rogers, & Co.,
ceived
and
for
sale
by
D.
REM1CH.
Rum riots.—Disgraceful riots have oc
No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street; S. N*
June 27.
Offence and Punishment.—A man who
June 27.
curred of late in Boston and New York, in
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and92,
was imprisoned for marrying two wives,
STRAY OX.
one of which several hundreds were enga
ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,
ucifer matches for sale by
complained that he had been severely dealt
TRAYED
from
the
pasture
of
Benjamin
ged, owing their origin to the use of rum.
D. REMICH.
Cornhill, Boston.
Harmon in Kennebunk, on Thursday
Will it be any consolation to those who with for an offence which carries its own
16th inst. a red ox, five years old, white hind June 27.
punishment
along
with
it.
were grossly beaten and bruised by the ri
NOTICE.
feet and a white star in his forehead. , Any
I
FOUND in my Stable a short time since,
oters, to reflect that the rum that caused the
person
who
will
return
said
ox
to
the
subscri

A lady eighty years of age was asked by
a Broadcloth Surtout, which I suppos«
mischief was sold under the authority of the
ber, who has the care of said pasture, or give
was accidentally left there by some person.
UST received, fifty bbls, of Superfine
law ? Till our city and town authorities a little girl, how old a person had to get be information so that he may be obtained, shall
4 Ho 1 be suitably rewarded by
Gennessee Flour, newly ground, for sale The owner can have it by paying for this¡ad
cease to sanction this disgraceful and ruin fore a desire to marry left them.
ANDREW LUQUES*
by the subscriber.
WM.- LORD. vertisement.
WILLIAM JACOBS.
ous traffic, let us suspend our astonishment child,’ said she,4 you will have to ask some i
Kennebunk-port, July 3,1835»
Kennebunk, August 8,1835.
one
that
is
older
than
I
am?
I
Kennebunk,
July
23,1835.
at the folly and stupidity of the dark ages.
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